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From: feminasum@icloud.com
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 5:52:45 PM


Good morning,


It has long been an issue that religious organizations have little to no tax accountability. Jim 
Jones and the Peoples Temple claimed tax exemption (gads!!!!!!) as well as megachurches that 
bring in millions of dollars for their pastors. And although they are supposed to refrain from 
participating in political campaigns, you are well aware that more than 1,600 Christian pastors 
openly endorsed candidates in the recent 2014 general elections. 


This has made me wonder if a Shakespeare organization can be accounted a “faith” organization 
and escape tax liability since Shakespeare was long ago deified, and the belief in Shakespeare 
as “the God of my idolatry” is truly and sincerely held. Plus he wrote a Big Book (called the First 
Folio) of lessons and precepts and aphorisms that are very useful in living a righteous life. If it 
weren’t for the fact that I am pathologically honest, I would start a faith-based Shakespeare 
organization and be delightedly tax exempt. dang.


It seems quite obvious and only fair to the American people that all non-profit 
organizations should be treated equally, no matter which position they take on which god 
of their idolatry. 


Please make churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all other 501(c)3 
organizations. At a minimum, the IRS should require any organization that claims to be 
religious to file an annual notice with the IRS that they are claiming tax exemption. 


Sheesh, knowing that I wouldn’t even have to account for BEING tax exempt makes me wonder 
if I should reconsider the Church of Shakespeare. Hmm . . . At least it would be a faith-based 
organization that does not include racism and bigotry and homophobia and shame and 
exclusionary principles (except that in the First Folio the rich people are always better than the 
poor people). Wow — I should reconsider the Church of Shakespeare since I would not be 
breaking any laws at all! I’ll keep an eye on what the IRS is doing with tax exemption for 
churches. This might be my megachance!  :-)  Golly, my congregation might buy me a $65 
million jet like the Creflo Dollar Ministries bought their pastor, and I could live in a $6.3 million 
mansion on my $20 million a year income, TAX FREE, like Kenneth and Gloria Copeland! woo 
hooo! I’m going to go check the guidelines at irs.gov right now! Yay! Thank you!


Sincerely,
Rosalind Arden
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From: Laurie Peifer
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Comment Request for Form 990 and Related Schedules
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 7:18:06 PM


To whom it may concern:


Please make churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all other 501(c)(3) groups. At a
minimum, the IRS should require any organizations that claim to be religious organizations, to
file an annual notice with the IRS that they are claiming tax exemption.
All non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of whether they espouse an
atheist position, or a religious position. Currently the IRS singles out churches for privileged
treatment by exempting them from the disclosure requirements all other 501(c)(3) organizations
must comply with, or lose their exemption. Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt groups,
have a right to know what entities are exempt from taxation and to review general financial
disclosures. The privilege of not being taxed must come with some measures of accountability.
As a  concerned, taxpaying citizen of the United States of America, I would appreciate your
consideration in this matter.


Thank You,
Laurie Peifer
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From: Thomas Mackiewicz
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990 and non-profits
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 7:08:41 PM


Please end tax exemptions for what are often clearly money making religious
businesses that offer no benefits to society at large, often only serve a tiny
fraction of people that they deem worthy of helping, while also offering their
services for the purpose of evangelizing and not just helping people, and
frequently discriminate against the very people that are paying the share of
taxes that they are getting an exemption for. 
Please stop privileging religious non-profits by giving them free reign with the
money they make. If they are getting a tax exemption, it is a privilege that
comes with responsibilities. Help us become a more perfect union by treating
religious non-profits to the same standards as all other ones.
Please act to stop giving tax exemptions to corrupt religious organizations and
leaders that prey on vulnerable groups of people and violate the laws by using
their religious non-profit for political purposes.
Currently the IRS singles out churches for privileged treatment by exempting
them from the disclosure requirements all other 501(c)(3) organizations must
comply with, or lose their exemption. Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-
exempt groups, have a right to know what entities are exempt from taxation
and to review general financial disclosures. The privilege of not being taxed
must come with some measures of accountability. 
Please make churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all other
501(c)(3) groups. At a minimum, the IRS should require any organizations that
claim to be religious organizations, to file an annual notice with the IRS that
they are claiming tax exemption.


Thank you for your time and consideration. 


Thomas M. Mackiewicz 
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From: Carl Schellenberg
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 4:06:36 PM


I resent the fact that the IRS exempts churches from submitting form 990 while
requiring secular nonprofits to submit this information. As a taxpayer I expect the
IRS to act on behalf of all citizens without showing any favoritism towards religious
institutions.


Carl schellenenberg
Sheffield Lake, Ohio
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From: DEan LeVey
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 9:22:22 PM


All non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of whether they espouse an atheist position, or a religious position.
Currently the IRS singles out churches for privileged treatment by exempting them from the disclosure requirements all  other 501(c)(3)
organizations must comply with, or lose their exemption. Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt groups, have a right to know
what entities are exempt from taxation and to review general financial disclosures. The privilege of not being taxed must come with
some measures of accountability.
 
Please make churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all  other 501(c)(3) groups. At a minimum, the IRS should require
any organizations that claim to be religious organizations, to file an annual notice with the IRS that they are claiming tax exemption
 
Thank You
 
Dean LeVey
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From: Ernest Som
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 8:39:02 PM


Ms. Preston,


     I'd like to submit my opinion regarding the F990.  Before I do, I'd like to mention the
mission statement of the IRS.


The IRS mission is to "provide America's taxpayers top quality service by helping them
understand and meet their tax responsibilities and by applying the tax law with integrity
and fairness to all."


     In regards to the "fairness to all" section, I'd like to point out that the IRS is showing
favoritism to churches by exempting them from the F990 when 
secular non-profit organizations are required to file them each year.  I know that the IRS
avoids actions that may contribute to negative public opinion, but this preferential
treatment must end.  
     As as a remedy, I suggest:


All non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of whether they
espouse an atheist position, or a religious position. Currently the IRS singles out
churches for privileged treatment by exempting them from the disclosure
requirements all other 501(c)(3) organizations must comply with, or lose their
exemption. Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt groups, have a right to know
what entities are exempt from taxation and to review general financial disclosures.
The privilege of not being taxed must come with some measures of accountability.
Please make churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all other 501(c)(3)
groups. At a minimum, the IRS should require any organizations that claim to be
religious organizations, to file an annual notice with the IRS that they are claiming tax
exemption.


     
As you know, the IRS has been in the news a lot lately with a lot of bad press.  Please
correct this problem before it becomes another issue in the public spotlight that you will
have to answer to.
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Thank you








From: Bob Seidensticker
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Comment Request for Form 990: churches must fill  it out, just like all the other nonprofits
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 5:56:04 PM


The biggest problem with IRS 990 is that it is not required of all nonprofits. Yes, it can be
burdensome, but the EZ version makes it easy for small nonprofits, and that would also apply to
small churches. If a church can keep its books, it can fill out the forms in return for nonprofit status,
just like the 1.5 million non-church organizations that willingly follow the law.
 
That churches are exempt is a nonsensical and unnecessary gift to organizations that together get
$100 billion from U.S. citizens yearly. Like any nonprofit, they claim that they use their income for
the betterment of society. Then, like any nonprofit, they should prove it.
 
Most churches have nothing to be ashamed of were their books to be opened to the public, but
with the current situation, their hidden finances make them look bad.
 
Best regards,
Bob Seidensticker
(Seattle)
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From: Brandon Kendrick
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990 comment
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 9:43:08 PM


Hi,


I just wanted to echo the concerns of the Freedom From Religion Foundation's
concerns over the special treatment of religious entities in regard to Form 990.  To
exempt religious organizations from following the same rules as secular 501
nonprofits is a violation of the establishment clause.  Considering the luxurious life
being led by leaders of many of these religious organizations, it would be negligent
to continue allowing the unfettered, tax-exempt exploitation of their constituents. 
The absolute least the IRS could do is make them conform to the standards of other
non-profit institutions. Thanks for your consideration!


-William Kendrick
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From: Chet Webster
To: Preston Christie A
Cc: webby@ix.netcom.com
Subject: Form 990 comment
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 8:11:14 PM


Dear Ms. Preston:
 
Any IRS oversight of 501(c)(3) organizations must be equally enforced against religious
organizations.
 
All non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of whether they espouse an
atheist position, or a religious position. It is my understanding that currently the IRS singles out
churches for privileged treatment by exempting them from the disclosure requirements all other
501(c)(3) organizations must comply with, or lose their exemption. Taxpayers, who are subsidizing
tax-exempt groups, have a right to know what entities are exempt from taxation and to review
general financial disclosures. The privilege of not being taxed must come with some measures of
accountability.
 
The IRS should, at the very minimum, require church entities claiming exemption from filing the
990 to inform the IRS through a letter (or via a prescribed form).
 
Please make churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all other 501(c)(3) groups. At a
minimum, the IRS should require any organizations that claim to be religious organizations, to file
an annual notice with the IRS that they are claiming tax exemption.
 
Thank you very much for your time and attention to this matter, and for your government service,
which I as a taxpayer sincerely appreciate.
 
Chet Webster, Lexington, Massachusetts 02420
Dated and sent September 11, 2015 via email
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From: Jennifer Hopkins
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Comment on Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 8:18:48 PM


Dear Ms. Preston,


All non-profit organizations should be treated equally under the law, there should not be
special exemptions for churches or other religious organizations. Requiring all other
501(c)(3) groups to file costly and onerous 990 returns, while religious organizations are
exempt, means churches are given special, favored status. Religious organizations,
especially TV ministries and televangelist preachers, are in a unique position to prey on the
beliefs of poor and vulnerable people and they should be subject to oversight and
accountability in return for the generous tax breaks and exemptions they receive at the
cost of the taxpayer.


Sincerely,


Jennifer Hopkins
Colorado
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From: Michael McDermott
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 5:48:58 PM


All non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of whether
they espouse an atheist position, or a religious position. Currently the IRS
singles out churches for privileged treatment by exempting them from the
disclosure requirements all other 501(c)(3) organizations must comply with, or
lose their exemption. Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt groups, have
a right to know what entities are exempt from taxation and to review general
financial disclosures. The privilege of not being taxed must come with some
measures of accountability.
Please make churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all other
501(c)(3) groups. At a minimum, the IRS should require any organizations that
claim to be religious organizations, to file an annual notice with the IRS that
they are claiming tax exemption.


Thank you for your consideration in this matter.


Respectfully,


Michael McDermott


Sent from my iPad
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From: Benjamin Fisher
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 8:30:34 PM


All non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of whether they espouse an atheist position, or a religious position.
Currently the IRS singles out churches for privileged treatment by exempting them from the disclosure requirements all  other 501(c)(3)
organizations must comply with, or lose their exemption. Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt groups, have a right to know
what entities are exempt from taxation and to review general financial disclosures. The privilege of not being taxed must come with
some measures of accountability. Please make churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all  other 501(c)(3) groups. At a
minimum, the IRS should require any organizations that claim to be religious organizations, to file an annual notice with the IRS that
they are claiming tax exemption. - See more at: Ask IRS to stop favoring churches over other non-profits - Freedom From Religion
Foundation


image Ask IRS to stop favoring churc
hes over other non-profits...
The Internal Revenue Service and Treasur
y Department are�seeking public comme
nt�about the Form 990, which secular n
on-profit organizations a...


View on ffrf.org Preview by Yahoo
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From: mary mccart
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990 comment
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 5:38:01 PM


I believe all non-profits should be treated the same by our government, and that religious organizations
should not be exempt from oversight by the IRS
Thank you,
Mary McCart
Chico, CA


Sent from my iPad
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From: Eric Stand
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Comment on Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 8:25:43 PM


Dear Madame,
        As a tax-paying citizen of 69 years I urge you to make all 501(c3) non-profit organizations,
whether religiously oriented or not, subject to filing form 990. This would give the tax-paying public the
assurance that these organizations deserve this privilege.
Thank you for your consideration of my views,
Eric Stand
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From: Brett Barnes
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 5:47:02 PM


To Whom it may concern,


All non-profit organizations should be treated
equally, regardless of whether they espouse an
atheist position, or a religious position. Currently
the IRS singles out churches for privileged
treatment by exempting them from the disclosure
requirements all other 501(c)(3) organizations
must comply with, or lose their exemption.
Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt
groups, have a right to know what entities are
exempt from taxation and to review general
financial disclosures. The privilege of not being
taxed must come with some measures of
accountability.


Please make churches conform to the same IRS
requirements as all other 501(c)(3) groups. At a
minimum, the IRS should require any
organizations that claim to be religious
organizations, to file an annual notice with the
IRS that they are claiming tax exemption.
 
Thank you for your attention to this matter.


B. Barnes
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From: Jeffrey Adams
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 8:30:04 PM


Dear Ms. Preston,
In reference to Form 990, please consider my comments:


All non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of whether
they espouse an atheist position, or a religious position. Currently the IRS
singles out churches for privileged treatment by exempting them from the
disclosure requirements all other 501(c)(3) organizations must comply with, or
lose their exemption. Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt groups, have
a right to know what entities are exempt from taxation and to review general
financial disclosures. The privilege of not being taxed must come with some
measures of accountability.
Please make churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all other
501(c)(3) groups. At a minimum, the IRS should require any organizations that
claim to be religious organizations, to file an annual notice with the IRS that
they are claiming tax exemption.


Please stop favoring churches over other non-profits. 


Thank you,


Jeffrey Adams
1401 De La Vina St.
Santa Barbara, CA 93101


Sent from my iPad
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From: John Biggs
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 8:23:02 PM


Dear Ms. Preston:


Please correct me if I'm wrong, but it's my understanding that religious entities that have tax exempt
status do not have to file a Form 990 with the IRS each year, but non religious entities do. Is that
correct? I just looked at the Form 990 and found that, for 2014 at least, there are 12 extremely detailed
pages that must be filled out. IF secular entities must fill it out each year, and religious entities don't,
that seems unfair to me.


I can see why folks would like to avoid using the form. I went to the following page:
http://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/i990.pdf
 which has instructions for filling it out, and my eye caught a paragraph which is supposedly in simpler,
more understandable language, but it sure blew me away. Here it is:


> 2014 Significant Changes
> In Part VII,
> Section A. Officers, Directors, Trustees, Key
> Employees, and Highest Compensated Employees
> , changes
> clarify that reportable compensation should not be treated as
> deferred if deferred from the calendar year ending with or within
> the tax year to a date that is not more than 2 ½ months after the
> end of the calendar year ending with or within the tax year.


Anyway, I just wanted to express these opinions, and would be interested to know if my information is
correct or not.


Thanks for your time.
John Biggs
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From: Justin Bonaparte
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990 comment
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 5:22:11 PM


I am a member of the Freedom from Religion Foundation and I support their efforts to
make the following changes to the form:
1) Any IRS oversight of 501(c)(3) organizations must be equally enforced against religious organizations.
2) The IRS should, at the very minimum, require church entities claiming exemption from filing the 990 to inform the IRS through a
letter (or via a prescribed form).


Thank you for your attention.


______________
Justin Bonaparte
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From: Fred Kesler
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Comment on IRS FORM 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 10:29:50 PM


Ms. Preston.
 
Some background:  My name is Fredrick Paul Kesler. I was born in January of 1947.  I was ordained
to the Ministry as a Wedding Officiant by Pastor Glen Yoshiuko of American Marriage Ministries in
August of 2009.  I was ordained a Pastor in 2012 by Elder Sylvia Bell of the National Association of
Christian Ministers.  One year later I was issued a charter by the NACM to plant a church in Salt
Lake City, Utah.
 
What I am about to say may seem strange coming from an ordained Pastor, but my positions as
stated in this email are the product of long consideration of many factors.  I have always shared the
opinion of Thomas Jefferson that the wall of separation between Church and State should be
absolute.  However, I do not believe that is entirely possible any longer.
 
The churches are now, for the most part, registered corporations.  It is my view that by taking such
actions the churches have voluntarily and willfully removed themselves from the unregulated
sector of society as envisioned in the Constitution and established themselves firmly as business
entities operating under the licensure and auspices of government.  This shift by the churches from
the realm of free and unregulated religious entities operating entirely outside the purview of
government,  to entities operating inside the purview of government, was made explicitly to gain
real and significant economic advantages.
 
Therefore, inasmuch as each individual church organization chooses to integrate itself into the
State, that church should be regulated just like every other business that operates under State
Licensure.  Any and all churches that operate as corporations should be held to the same standard
of accountability as every other incorporated business organization, particularly 501 c 3
corporations.  Churches that operate as a government licensed businesses should be subject to the
properly enacted and promulgated requirements of  business operations; To wit: Accurate record
keeping and accounting that meets best practices standards, as well as legally required and
appropriate disclosure of gifted and/or donated funds/materials/time as well as a full and
transparent accounting of how those resources were used.
 
Funds acquired by the government licensed church businesses that are used exclusively for
preaching, teaching, exhorting, promulgating and expounding the churches doctrines and tenets
(including the construction of facilities for these purposes) as well as funds used directly for
charitable purposes should not be taxed.  However, once constructed and furnished, such buildings
together with furniture, fixtures and equipment, as well as any vehicles owned by the church
(Autos, buses, aircraft etc.) should be taxed like those categories of property owned by any and
every other corporation.  Funds used for the salaries and employee benefits of all church
employees, housing, transportation vehicles, travel allowances etc. should also be taxed.  Churches
may not use donated funds to make tax-free gifts to anyone for any purpose other than
humanitarian aid.  By way of example, specifically excluded from tax-tree gifting, should be
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donations to elected, appointed or salaried government officials, officers, board members and
employees of any and all church corporations, officers, board members and employees of
charitable organizations: Family members of those excluded above.
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7y1xJAVZxXg
 
This U-tube link will take you to a comedian doing a rip on certain televangelists.  I doubt very
seriously that it was the Intention of those who wrote the bill of rights to protect this kind of
chicanery.  I understand that regulating religious beliefs would be difficult, but I think if churches
are going use the power of government to exempt their income from taxation, they should at least
be required to operate with the same transparency as other corporations.  The exemptions from
recording, reporting and accounting for their financial activities that are granted to the churches,
are a shame on the American Ideal of Equality under the Law. 
 


This email has been checked for viruses by Avast antivirus software. 
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From: Anthony Urbano
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 5:42:58 PM


Dear IRS,


All non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of whether they espouse an 
atheist position, or a religious position. Currently the IRS singles out churches for privileged 
treatment by exempting them from the disclosure requirements all other 501(c)(3) organizations 
must comply with, or lose their exemption. Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt groups, 
have a right to know what entities are exempt from taxation and to review general financial 
disclosures. The privilege of not being taxed must come with some measures of accountability.
Please make churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all other 501(c)(3) groups. At a 
minimum, the IRS should require any organizations that claim to be religious organizations, to 
file an annual notice with the IRS that they are claiming tax exemption


Thank you


Anthony R. Urbano
Los Angeles, CA
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From: Rose Priven
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990--Solicited public comment
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 4:51:54 PM


Dear Christie Preston,


I am a U. S. citizen and have been a tax payer for more than fifty years.  Even when I was a member
of a church I thought it was wrong for the government to support churches by making them tax
exempt.  The presumption seems to be that churches provide laudatory public services.  It seems to me
that the greatest public service some churches provide is keeping us elderly people off the streets and
out of trouble on Sunday mornings.  If churches actually do provide valuable public services such as
housing the homeless, feeding the hungry and caring for the sick, it is reasonable that the funds they
use for those commendable services should be tax free.  It seems reasonable to me that churches and
religious organizations should have to show the IRS what percentage of their money is spent on these
services and then pay regular taxes on the rest.  This brings me to Form 990.  Unless, churches are
required to file form 990 yearly with the IRS, there is no way for the IRS to determine whether or not
an organization claiming to be a religious organization actually carries out religious activities.  And the
IRS certainly cannot determine whether or not these groups are providing services for which they
deserve tax exempt status.  I fail to understand how the government can justify making all other 501c
organizations file yearly form 990's but not requiring churches and other religious organizations to do
so. I am against unfair discrimination of all sorts and to penalize non-religious 501c organizations by
making them file the onerous form 990 while exempting so called religious organizations is unfair.


Sincerely,


Rose Priven
1001 Franklin St.  12E
San Francisco, Ca. 94109
415 519-5186
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From: Bobbie Howard
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Comment re Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 7:42:06 PM


Dear Ms. Preston:


I'm writing to tell you that as a secular citizen and tax-payer, I highly resent the
special considerations given to churches versus other non-profit organizations. I do
not think that churches who count people like Kim Davis as a member should be
given any special treatment over organizations who actually do good things for
society.


All non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of whether they
espouse an atheist position, or a religious position. Currently the IRS singles out
churches for privileged treatment by exempting them from the disclosure
requirements all other 501(c)(3) organizations must comply with, or lose their
exemption. Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt groups, have a right to know
what entities are exempt from taxation and to review general financial disclosures.
The privilege of not being taxed must come with some measures of accountability.


Please make churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all other 501(c)(3)
groups. At a minimum, the IRS should require any organizations that claim to be
religious organizations, to file an annual notice with the IRS that they are claiming tax
exemption.


I am only one person but I bet that for every one of me, there are at least 100 other
tax-payers who feel the same way. We are tired of churches getting kid-glove
treatment while many churches do nothing but promote hate and bigotry. Thank you
for listening to me. 


Sincerely,


Bobbie Howard


(Ms.) Bobbie Howard
9783 E. Hidden Green Dr.
Scottsdale, AZ 85262
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From: Rich
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990 comment
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 5:21:17 PM


Dear Sir:


Currently the IRS favors churches for privileged treatment by exempting
them from the disclosure requirements all other 501(c)(3) organizations
must comply with, or lose their exemption. I believe all non-profit
organizations should be treated equally regardless of whether they are
secular, or religious. Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt groups,
have a right to know what entities are exempt from taxation and to
review general financial disclosures. The privilege of not being taxed must
come with some measures of accountability.


I believe all churches should conform to the same IRS requirements as all
other 501(c)(3) groups. At a minimum, the IRS should require any
organizations that claim to be religious organizations, to file an annual
notice with the IRS that they are claiming tax exemption.


Sincerely,


Richard M. Doberstein
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From: Sarah Maxwell
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 5:39:59 PM


Dear Ms. Preston:


Since Form 990 is needed to determine that "tax-exempt organizations fulfill the 
operating conditions of their tax exemption” and since religious organizations are 
501(c)(3) organizations favored with tax exemption, Form 990 should be required of 
religious institutions so that the IRS could determine whether they are properly 
accountable for their tax-exempt status.  


This has practical utility for the IRS which could then monitor and ensure that all 
501(c)(3)s including religious organizations are compliant.  


There should be no discrimination against those 501(c)(3)s who fulfill their 
obligations to submit Forms 990 while other 501(c)(3)s do not.  There should be no 
favoritism towards those 501(c)(3)s who have no obligation to submit Forms 990 
while other 501(c)(3)s must.


Sincerely,


Sarah Maxwell
208 DeGroff Ave.
Archbold, OH
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From: Terry Whitaker
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990 comment
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 4:42:58 PM


It is inappropriate that tax exempt organizations have different reporting requirements.  By
what justification do we require one 501(c)(3) organization to file, but then exempt another
because the latter calls itself a "church"?  Churches and religious organizations currently do not even
have to send a notice to the IRS that they are claiming a 990 filing exemption! Any group that claims it
is religious avoids all public transparency and accountability.  At the minimum the same rules for
reporting should apply to ALL 501(c)(3) organizations.


Fraud is rampant, as has been exposed in the media recently with "churches" buying land and private
jets.  The purpose of the reporting is (and should be) to enhance transparency and reduce fraud.  All
groups should be required equally to report/file.


Terry Whitaker
Gilbert, AZ
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From: Timothy Rauhouse
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Comment re: Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 5:01:33 PM


All secular and religious non-profit organizations should be subject to the 
same accountability and reporting requirements.  We taxpayers must make 
up the revenue difference for these organizations that use the same 
infrastructure and services paid for by our taxes.  We deserve to know 
something about who they are and why they need to be exempt from 
paying taxes.   Non-profits that have a religious purpose should not be 
exempt from reporting or at least should have to identify themselves by 
submitting a form requesting the exemption.


Thank you for requesting our comments on this issue.  


Timothy L. Rauhouse


South Pasadena, CA


trauhouse@sbcglobal.net
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From: Ken Rowe
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 5:36:14 PM


I believe that all non-profit organizations should be treated equally.  As a taxpayer,
who subsidizes tax-exempt groups, I want to know what entities are exempt from taxation
and to be able to review general financial disclosures. The privilege of not being taxed must
come with a measure of accountability.  Therefore, please make churches conform to the
same IRS requirements as all other tax exempt groups - they need to submit form 990's to
receive a tax exemption.


Kenneth Rowe
242 Windsor Terrace Dr
Nashville, TN 37221 
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From: generhu@gmail.com on behalf of Gene Madeo
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 10:58:09 PM


To the IRS,


It is my firm belief that churches should NOT be exempt from filing Form
990. I also believe that it is time for the IRS to stop giving special privilege
to churches at public expense. All non-profit organizations should be
treated equally, whether they espouse an atheist position or a
religious position. 


Thank you.


Gene Madeo
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From: James D Satterfield
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990 comment
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 4:39:20 PM


I live in Georgia, which is a part of the
"Bible Belt", I suppose.  I'm getting tired of
the mega churches, especially, having no
inspections of their books and not filing
income taxes and property taxes.  It's time
for them, and all religious organizations,  to
accept fiscal responsibility, pay taxes, and
not hide behind special privileges
sanctioned by the federal government.  I
support, as a minimum the statements
below:  


All non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of whether they espouse an
atheist position, or a religious position. Currently the IRS singles out churches for privileged
treatment by exempting them from the disclosure requirements all other 501(c)(3) organizations
must comply with, or lose their exemption. Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt groups,
have a right to know what entities are exempt from taxation and to review general financial
disclosures. The privilege of not being taxed must come with some measures of accountability.


Please make churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all other 501(c)(3) groups. At a
minimum, the IRS should require any organizations that claim to be religious organizations, to
file an annual notice with the IRS that they are claiming tax exemption.


James D. Satterfield
Canton GA 30114 USA
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From: Andy Dalton
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Comments Regarding Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 5:32:25 PM


Dear Ms. Preston:


I am writing regarding to provide feedback on potential changes to Form 990.


I believe that all non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of
whether or not they are religious or secular.  Currently the IRS gives religious
organizations (e.g., churches) special treatment by exempting them from the
disclosure requirements with which all other 501(c)(3) organizations must comply. 
As a taxpayer I am subsidizing all tax-exempt groups, and I have a right to know
what entities are exempt from taxation and to review general financial disclosures
from those organizations.  The privilege of not being taxed must come with some
measures of accountability.


Please make religious organizations conform to the same IRS requirements as all
other 501(c)(3) groups.  At a minimum, the IRS should require any organizations
that claim to be religious organizations to file an annual notice with the IRS that
they are claiming tax exemption.


Thank you very much for your consideration of these points.


Sincerely,


Andrew Dalton
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From: Jay Jaffee
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 5:31:06 PM


Ms. Preston,


It seems completely wrong to require some tax-exempt groups to fill out form 990 and to let others, in
particular religious institutions, not have to fill out the forms.


First of all there is nothing in the Constitution granting special treatment to religious institutions. There
is freedom of religion, but having to fill out the form and show some of their financial information does
not impose on that freedom. Additionally it seems that anyone can set up some kind of religious
institution and then claim tax-exempt status. Should we not have some kind of way of knowing if indeed
it is a legitimate religious institution, a scam to avoid taxes or even a hate-spewing group hiding behind
religion.


Why should someone using a religious organization be treated differently than someone who does not
believe in religion? Why is the tax exempt status of a church, synagogue, mosque, ashram, temple or
whatever any different than that of the United Way?


At the very least religious institutions should have to make a case for why they should be exempt. And,
at best, it seems the constitution would require all tax-exempt organizations to be treated equally.


Thank you for your consideration.


Jay Jaffee
Minneapolis, MN
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From: Kevin Kilroy
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990: Please stop favoring churches over other non-profits
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 4:36:18 PM


Ms. Preston,


I write to express my views on IRS Form 990. 


All non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of whether they
espouse an atheist position, or a religious position. Currently the IRS singles out
churches for privileged treatment by exempting them from the disclosure
requirements all other 501(c)(3) organizations must comply with, or lose their
exemption. Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt groups, have a right to know
what entities are exempt from taxation and to review general financial disclosures.
The privilege of not being taxed must come with some measures of accountability.


Please make churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all other 501(c)(3)
groups. At a minimum, the IRS should require any organizations that claim to be
religious organizations, to file an annual notice with the IRS that they are claiming
tax exemption.


I propose two changes:


1) Any IRS oversight of 501(c)(3) organizations must be equally enforced against
religious organizations.


2) The IRS should, at the very minimum, require church entities claiming exemption
from filing the 990 to inform the IRS through a letter (or via a prescribed form).


Finally, as you may have seen by now, John Oliver's HBO news show Last Week
Tonight did an interesting and humorous piece on IRS tax exemptions for
churches: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7y1xJAVZxXg. If you have not seen it
it's certainly worth a watch. 


Thank you for your time and attention,


All the best,
Kevin Kilroy
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From: Michael Fredricks
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990 comment
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 9:48:23 PM


All non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of whether they espouse an
atheist position, or a religious position. Currently the IRS singles out churches for privileged
treatment by exempting them from the disclosure requirements all other 501(c)(3) organizations
must comply with, or lose their exemption. Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt groups,
have a right to know what entities are exempt from taxation and to review general financial
disclosures. The privilege of not being taxed must come with some measures of accountability.


Please make churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all other 501(c)(3) groups. At a
minimum, the IRS should require any organizations that claim to be religious organizations, to file an
annual notice with the IRS that they are claiming tax exemption.
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From: Bart Buckel
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Comments Related to Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 4:10:23 PM


Good Day,


I respectfully submit the following comments related to the Form 990 for your
consideration.


As a disabled and retired former member of our Marine Corps, it continues to
sadden me to know that all non-profit organizations are not treated equally.  In
particular, I find it extremely disheartening that organizations that carry religious
positions receive unconstitutional favoritism and privileged treatment, namely in
their being exempt from disclosure requirements other 501(c)(3) organizations must
comply with in order to avoid losing their exemption. 


I am a taxpaying veteran who incurred my disabilities while on active military
service.  I feel I have more than earned the right to know which organizations are
being exempted from taxation and to have access to their general financial
disclosures, if for nothing more than to ensure those organizations are held
accountable.


I implore you to ensure churches and religious organizations conform to the same
IRS requirements as the rest of the 501(c)(3) organizations.  If nothing more, please
require those who claim to be a religious organization to annually notify the IRS they
are claiming tax exemption.


Thank you for your time and consideration in this matter.


Respectfully, 
Bart A. Buckel
Major, United States Marine Corps (Retired)
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From: Agnes E. O"Neill
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 5:24:17 PM


Any IRS oversight of 501(c)(3) organizations must be equally enforced against religious organizations.
 
There should be absolutely no difference between a religious non-profit or a secular non-profit.  There
are many instances of fraud in
the mega churches that utilize faith as the tool to separate people from their money.  Many of them not
able to afford what they give.


It is too easy for anyone to set up a church, and receive donations that are not subject to scrutiny. 
There are almost no rules
governing the establishment of a church, which can then start asking for donations.  Many people have
utilized this ploy
for tax evasion.
 
Our government and country are secular.  There should be no favoritism for religion.
 
Agnes E. O'Neill
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From: fangordon@yahoo.com
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990?
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 10:13:39 PM


 
Dear Mr. Preston,
 
As you might be aware, - religion is a business, and like all other businesses,
religion/churches/temples/etc. should be taxed. Fact is – it is the best business there is, since its
peddlers never has to deliver the product, eternal life.
Why can’t all non-profit organizations be treated equally?  Why does the IRS singles out churches for
privileged treatment by exempting them from the disclosure requirements all other 501(c)(3)
organizations must comply with, or lose their exemption? Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt
groups, have a right to know what entities are exempt from taxation and to review general financial
disclosures. The privilege of not being taxed must come with some measures of accountability.
Please make all churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all other 501(c)(3) groups.
Sincerely
Frank Gordon
 
 
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
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From: Bryan Johnson
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990 comments
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 4:21:47 PM


Hi Christie,


I'd like to take the time to discuss form 990 briefly - and it's peculiar favoritism
towards religious institutions -vs- secular ones at the moment. 


The USA has 30% non-religious people now, with nearly 8-10% who are simply
atheist towards all gods, not just the one most popular here. This is almost
equivalent to the entire black population in the USA, and more than it's entire Asian
population. Allowing churches based on a 'faithful' agenda alone is a bias against
these many fellow citizens at the very least who spend more time focusing on
worldly non-profits. Bill and Melinda Gates is but one small, but large example.


Further, accountability and transparency are things that keep businesses,
governments, and people in check. We all know good and bad religious and non-
religious people and organizations. People are people whatever their faith or non-
faith. However, by not making people accountable, there are always going to be
numbers of bad apples that abuse this. You can never say a religious person is more
moral than a non-religious one. Even if someone appallingly said this, what would
keep an immoral fake-religious person from using a Church exemption to take
advantage of the current system?


In either case, it allows for loop-holes for any persons with bad intent.


I, and everyone I know, wish for equal treatment, faithful or faithless. People run
organizations and it extends to those as well. The fact that churches do not have to
conform to the same IRS requirements as other 501(c)(3) groups yet is clearly bias
and discrimination against millions of good hard-working non-faithful, it also allows
for others to take advantage of. 


If they are doing good work, then let them prove it like everyone else must, or
make the exemption extend to all. There are preachers buying personal jet-liners,
and maybe they acquired it by abiding by the law, maybe not, but without
accountability we will never know. 


In either case, a fair and unbiased approach to all citizens and organizations and
eliminating safe-havens for con artists is partially what America is about, and helps
keep a stable society. 


Thank you for taking the time to read this.


Bryan Johnson
Engineer/Restaurant Owner
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From: Samantha Wilson
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Comments about Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 6:58:44 PM


When any person or organization is given a means to cheat the system, a large portion of
them will do just that. Churches are made up of people and people are fallible. Churches
need to have a system of checks and balances to make sure that they are following the
same tax rules as everyone else.


All non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of whether they
espouse an atheist position, or a religious position. Currently the IRS singles out
churches for privileged treatment by exempting them from the disclosure
requirements all other 501(c)(3) organizations must comply with, or lose their
exemption. Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt groups, have a right to know
what entities are exempt from taxation and to review general financial disclosures.
The privilege of not being taxed must come with some measures of accountability.
Please make churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all other 501(c)(3)
groups. At a minimum, the IRS should require any organizations that claim to be
religious organizations, to file an annual notice with the IRS that they are claiming tax
exemption.


Thank you,
Samantha Wilson
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From: Julio Kuplinsky
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 5:24:00 PM


Dear Ms. Preston:


All non-profits, religious or not, should be treated equally by the IRS. Please consider
submitting all 501(c)3 organizations to the same reporting requirements if they wish
to keep their tax exemptions. No organization should be exempted from
accountability.


Sincerely


Julio Kuplinsky
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From: Walt Anderson
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: IRS Form 990 Compliance
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 6:15:04 PM


Internal Revenue Service
Attn:  Christie A. Preston
1111 Constitution Avenue NW, Room 6129
Washington, DC 20224
 
 
I understand the the IRS is seeking public comment regarding about IRS Form 990 which
requires secular non-profits to file each year in order to retain their tax exemption.
 
All non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of their religious position. 
Currently the IRS singles out theist churches for privileged treatment by exempting them
from the disclosure requirements all other 501(c)3 organizations must comply with.
 
I am a tax payer who is subsidizing these tax-exempt groups.  Financial disclosure should
be required of ALL 501(c)3 groups, including churches.
 
Please require churches to conform to the same IRS requirements as all other 501(c)3
groups.  At a minimum, the IRS should require any organization which claims to be
religious to file an annual notice with the IRS that they are claiming tax exemption.
 
This is a secular country, and for the federal government to give a free pass to an
organization which claims a religious exemption without also providing an annual notice,
and preferably a FULL FILING of form 990, is to me a violation of the intent of our secular
constitution.
 
 


   


Walt Anderson
Direct & Text:  (507) 469-9332
walt@hickorytech.net
 
We don't see things as they are.
We see them as we are.
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From: Sharron Adams
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Comments on Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 8:19:08 PM


Dear Ms. Preston,
In reference to Form 990, please consider my comments:


All non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of whether
they espouse an atheist position, or a religious position. Currently the IRS
singles out churches for privileged treatment by exempting them from the
disclosure requirements all other 501(c)(3) organizations must comply with, or
lose their exemption. Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt groups, have
a right to know what entities are exempt from taxation and to review general
financial disclosures. The privilege of not being taxed must come with some
measures of accountability.
Please make churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all other
501(c)(3) groups. At a minimum, the IRS should require any organizations that
claim to be religious organizations, to file an annual notice with the IRS that
they are claiming tax exemption.


Please stop favoring churches over other non-profits. 


Thank you,


Sharron Adams
1401 De La Vina St. 
Santa Barbara, CA 93101
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From: Chari
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990 comments
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 6:39:39 PM


Dear Ms. Preston,


I encourage you to treat all non-profit organizations equally, regardless if they are
religious or secular.  


1. I am encouraging the IRS to treat religious 501(c)(3) organizations the same as
secular organizations by requiring them to adhere to the same disclosure
requirements that are required of secular organizations.


2. I also encourage the IRS to at least require that organizations claiming to be
religious in nature, file an annual notice with the IRS that they are claiming tax
exemption.


I believe that all charitable organizations in this country should abide by the same IRS
requirements, especially if they are claiming the same type of non-profit status.


Thank you,
Chari Neal-Haren
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From: terry@sandbek.com
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 5:23:45 PM


As an evangelical seminary graduate, I support the good work of churches and people of
faith. However as a taxpaying citizen I believe that all non-profit organizations should be
treated equally. It is unfair that churches have been given privileged treatment from the IRS
these many years. Churches as organizations should not be exempt from the disclosure
requirements that other 501(c)(3) organizations must adhere to. We, as taxpayers who
directly subsidize tax-exempt groups, certainly have the right to know and review financial
disclosures from churches. Since faith-based people believe that fairness is a human right for
all people it makes sense that churches should accept that they, too, need to embrace IRS
requirements as do all other 501(c)(3) organizations. I am optimistic that the IRS will level
the playing field for all taxpayers and all non-profit organizations.


Cordially


Terry Sandbek, Ph.D.
Clinical Psychologist
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From: Mona Twocats-Romero
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: IRS non-profit exemptions.
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 5:04:54 PM


All non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of whether they espouse an atheist position, or a religious position.
Currently the IRS singles out churches for privileged treatment by exempting them from the disclosure requirements all  other 501(c)(3)
organizations must comply with, or lose their exemption. Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt groups, have a right to know
what entities are exempt from taxation and to review general financial disclosures. The privilege of not being taxed must come with
some measures of accountability. Please make churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all  other 501(c)(3) groups. At a
minimum, the IRS should require any organizations that claim to be religious organizations, to file an annual notice with the IRS that
they are claiming tax exemption.


"Men never do evil so completely and cheerfully as when they do it from religious conviction." -
Blaise Pascal
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From: Thomas Gilleran
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Improvements to form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 5:22:34 PM


Ms. Preston,


I understand that you are soliciting input on the improvement of the IRS form 990. I offered the
following:


Any IRS oversight over 501(c)(3) organizations must be equally enforced against religious organizations.


The IRS should require church entities requesting exemption from filling out the form 990 to inform the
IRS via letter or a prescribed form for this purpose.


As a government organization the IRS must not show favoritism towards religion or religious
organizations.


Thank you.


Thomas Gilleran


Sent from my iPhone
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From: Bob Videto
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990 exemption of religious organizations
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 4:39:16 PM


All non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of whether or not religiously affiliated. 


Currently the IRS singles out churches for privileged treatment by exempting them from the disclosure
requirements all other 501(c)(3) organizations must comply with, or lose their exemption. 


Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt groups, have a right to know what entities are exempt from
taxation and to review general financial disclosures. The privilege of not being taxed must come with
some measures of accountability.


Please make churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all other 501(c)(3) groups. At a
minimum, the IRS should require any organizations that claim to be religious organizations, to file an
annual notice with the IRS that they are claiming tax exemption.


Thank you very much for your time and attention.


Sincerely,


Robert I. Videto
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From: James Corey
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Comments on Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 9:17:56 PM


All non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of whether they espouse an atheist
position, or a religious position. Currently the IRS singles out churches for privileged treatment by
exempting them from the disclosure requirements all other 501(c)(3) organizations must comply with, or
lose their exemption. Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt groups, have a right to know what
entities are exempt from taxation and to review general financial disclosures. The privilege of not being
taxed must come with some measures of accountability.


Please make churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all other 501(c)(3) groups. At a
minimum, the IRS should require any organizations that claim to be religious organizations, to file an
annual notice with the IRS that they are claiming tax exemption.


-- 
James M. Corey, CPA Retired
115 Neenah Ct,  Harpers Ferry WV 25425-6918
Phone 304.724.1430  Cell 703.772.0805
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From: Robert McNaughton
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: In regards to form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 5:43:20 PM


It had come to my attention via the FFRF that the IRS is seeking opinions on form
990.  I share their analysis below. I greatly appreciate your time.


From FFRF.org


All non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of whether they
espouse an atheist position, or a religious position. Currently the IRS singles out
churches for privileged treatment by exempting them from the disclosure
requirements all other 501(c)(3) organizations must comply with, or lose their
exemption. Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt groups, have a right to know
what entities are exempt from taxation and to review general financial disclosures.
The privilege of not being taxed must come with some measures of accountability.
Please make churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all other 501(c)(3)
groups. At a minimum, the IRS should require any organizations that claim to be
religious organizations, to file an annual notice with the IRS that they are claiming
tax exemption. - See more at: http://ffrf.org/news/action/item/23948-ask-irs-to-
stop-favoring-churches-over-other-non-profits#.dpuf


Robert McNaughton
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From: David J
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990 exemptions.
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 4:19:45 PM


All non-profit organizations should be treated equally. Currently the IRS singles out
churches for privileged treatment by exempting them from the disclosure
requirements all other 501(c)(3) organizations must comply with, or lose their
exemption.  A policy of questionable constitutional legality.  
 
Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt groups, have a right to know what
entities are exempt from taxation and to review general financial disclosures. The
privilege of not being taxed should come with some measures of accountability. 
 
Please make religious organizations conform to the same IRS requirements as all
other 501(c))(3) groups.  At a minimum, the IRS should require any organizations that
claim to be religious organizations, file an annual notice with the IRS that they are
claiming tax exemption.
 
Thank you,
David Jonson
Burlingame, CA
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From: Gary Crafton
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Comments on form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 5:06:33 PM


Dear Christie,
The way the IRS is letting the churches, and religious organizations in this country,
be secretive, and possibly fraudulent, is not acceptable to me. I believe they should
be accountable, just like most non-profits are. I have included a few ideas here...


All non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of whether they espouse an
atheist position, or a religious position. Currently the IRS singles out churches for privileged
treatment by exempting them from the disclosure requirements all other 501(c)(3) organizations
must comply with, or lose their exemption. Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt groups,
have a right to know what entities are exempt from taxation and to review general financial
disclosures. The privilege of not being taxed must come with some measures of accountability.
Please make churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all other 501(c)(3) groups. At a
minimum, the IRS should require any organizations that claim to be religious organizations, to
file an annual notice with the IRS that they are claiming tax exemption.


Thank you for your consideration,


Gary Crafton
cascadecabs@gmail.com
(541)232-1102
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From: keni hanson
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990 exemptions
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 10:46:08 PM


Dear Ms. Preston,


The U.S Constitution's First Amendment's Establishment Clause disallows the
federal government from enacting any laws "respecting an establishment of religion."
 While Constitutional law interpretation can be applied in various ways, Americans
are essentially guaranteed both freedom of religion and freedom from religion by
their government.


Any religious organizations that are automatically exempt from filing IRS Form 990
in the course of maintaining their tax exempt status would clearly have been granted
special and favored support directly from the federal government (and then a
violation of the banned "respecting an establishment of religion" has occurred).


One way "to enhance the quality, utility, and clarity" of Form 990 would be to
eliminate both the form and the tax exemptions for all charitable organizations above
a certain funding level. Then require a progressive, incrementally based percentage
of taxes levied and use this to directly fund the various needs of the poor and
disadvantaged.  


In the meantime, I very strongly urge you to unilaterally apply the requirements for
Form 990 equally and fairly to all non-profit organizations, including every religious
one.  


Not paying a portion of income to help maintain society's structures comes with a
responsibility, and any worthwhile organization shouldn't have a problem submitting
Form 990 if the other ones have to. 


Thank you for your consideration of this matter!


Regards,


Keni Hanson   


keni


'truth would quickly cease to be stranger than fiction, once we got as used to it.' -h l mencken
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From: Linda Parsel
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Comments regarding 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 6:35:07 PM


I am writing to request that the IRS not give any preferential
consideration to charitable organizations based on religion. It is
becoming increasingly noticeable that religious groups are encroaching
on secular issues. Churches are involving their organizations in
politics and government. Recent issues make us aware that many , many
people do not understand the concept of "separation of church and
state" . I believe this misunderstanding is made worse by offering
religious organizations preferred or special treatment.
At the very least, religious groups should have to file every year for
their exemption.
Thank you


Sent from my iPad  Linda Parsel
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From: Jim Cooper
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: No special treatment for religious non-profit
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 6:53:27 PM


All non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of whether they
espouse an atheist position, or a religious position. Currently the IRS singles out
churches for privileged treatment by exempting them from the disclosure
requirements all other 501(c)(3) organizations must comply with, or lose their
exemption. Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt groups, have a right to know
what entities are exempt from taxation and to review general financial disclosures.
The privilege of not being taxed must come with some measures of accountability. 


Please make churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all other 501(c)(3)
groups. At a minimum, the IRS should require any organizations that claim to be
religious organizations, to file an annual notice with the IRS that they are claiming
tax exemption. - See more at: http://ffrf.org/news/action/item/23948-ask-irs-to-
stop-favoring-churches-over-other-non-profits#sthash.UAqTTxJv.b3fKVbrz.dpuf
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From: Phillip Pearson
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990 for churches citizen comment
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 4:50:09 PM


Ms. Preston:
 
Churches are community-based organizations of like-minded people who contribute
to their local communities in many different ways. The same could be said about the
VFW, Elks, Moose, youth sports leagues, women’s clubs and a virtually endless list of
organizations which do not get the breaks that churches get yet contribute at least as
much to their respective communities. Choice of religious belief is an individual right
to be held in the highest regard, but to give it a position of privilege is something
government should never do. It’s time to end the special tax breaks for churches and
hold them to the same 501(c)(3) standard secular community organizations must to
follow.
 
Phil Pearson
Sesser, IL
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From: Scott Snyder
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Comments regarding Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 6:29:02 PM


Dear Christie,


It's  my understanding that the government is currently looking for public comment
regarding how non-profits are viewed/treated etc. and whether we should reconsider
the practice of allowing churches to be exempt from filing a 990 form, while requiring
secular groups to do so. Perhaps I'm missing something here, but it seems to me that
everybody should be equal in this process, and that you either make all groups do it,
or nobody. Certainly religious organizations shouldn't get any special treatment when
it comes to how our government makes decisions on tax/money issues. I would think
that kind of thing was a relic from the past. It's nice that we want to give folks a break
when they're (in theory) trying to do some good work, and are not just devoted to
raking in the cash, but why make discrepancies, especially using religion as the
yardstick? One of the greatest things about this great country is our secular nature,
where religion and government should never cross each others' paths. On a personal
level, you do what you want. On a government level, a christian should be as good as
a hindu, which should be as good as an atheist, and so on. 


The reality is that little by little people are waking up to discover the inequalities of our
system, and are recognizing that things like wealth, class, race, gender, theological
beliefs, sexual orientation etc. should no longer be determining factors in how one
should be treated, and that we've got to chip away at these obstacles, one step at a
time. If these requirements/regulations/protocols regarding taxes aren't brought in line
w/ modern thinking at this time, the attempts to reform will just keep reappearing until
the playing field is finally leveled. Let's take care of this now, so as not to perpetuate
what is likely a losing cause. Less red tape. More consistency. More fairness.  


I appreciate you allowing me to express my opinion on this matter (another great
thing about our country!). Perhaps I'm oversimplifying the issues and there are critical
details that I'm not considering, but it seems pretty cut and dried, from my
perspective. 


Anyway, thanks for your time, and thanks for working hard and doing what you do.
Happy autumn!


Scott Snyder
5919 N. Manton Ave.
Chicago, IL 60646
#773 612-8954
scooooter111658@sbcglobal.net
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From: Bob & Joyce Berntsen
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Please stop favoring churches over other non-profits
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 4:15:53 PM


 
Internal Revenue Service
1111 Constitution Avenue NW, Rm 6129
Washington, DC 20224
Attn: Christie A. Preston
 
Regardless of whether a non-profit organization espouses a religious, religious neutral or
even an atheist position, each should be treated equally.
 
Currently, the IRS singles out religious denominations for privileged treatment by exempting
them from the disclosure requirements with which all other 501(c)(3) organizations must
comply or lose their exemption.
 
The privilege of not being taxed must come with some measures of accountability. We in
New Jersey recently witnessed something of a scandal when it was disclosed an archbishop
was using Church funds to finance a major portion of his retirement mansion!
 
Please require churches & all religious non-profits conform to the same IRS requirements
regarding 501(c)(3) groups.
 
At a minimum, the IRS should require any organization claiming religious non-profit status
to file an annual financial disclosure notice with the IRS.
 
Please, please stop favoring churches over other non-profits.
 
Sincerely,
 
Robert M. Berntsen
12 Apache Trail
Rockaway, NJ 07866
973-625-8177
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From: Jason Handley
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990 input
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 6:53:08 PM


Hello,


  I have been informed that you are seeking opinions from the public regarding the issue of
non profit organizations.  There should be no preference, all non-profits should be treated
equally and with the same requirements and responsibilities.  Giving religious organizations
a free pass leaves the door open for fraud and abuse on a massive scale.  Any non-profit
should be willing to provide documentation regarding income, expenses and salaries and
proof of their organizations mission.  If they are not willing, then something suspicious is
probably going on.  Something that most likely warrants an investigation.


I propose the following.


- Requiring religious organizations to follow the same reporting and accountability process
that every other non-profit currently does to include the forms fees and all.


- Requiring Religious organizations to provide notice each year that they are claiming tax
exemption.


- Revoking exempt status from professional sports leagues. They are not trade associations.


- An investigation into existing religious organizations & professional sports leagues that
claimed exemption to ensure they are not/were not abusing the system.  Loss of
exemption/retroactive taxation for those in violation, in addition to proper action towards
the individuals responsible.  Additional scrutiny if they reapply for exemption in the future.


- Oversight on all non profits, if what is being reported looks suspicious it should be
followed up with an inquiry.


- Web access to all non profit reports filed.  With a search and report suspicious activity
options available.


From a concerned citizen,
Jason Handley
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From: Jim Dunn
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Comments regarding Form 990.
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 4:38:59 PM


Dear Ms. Preston,


As one of the 20% of "None"'s in this country - those who claim no religious
affiliation - it upsets me that religious groups get special tax treatment over other
non-profits. All non-profit organizations should be treated equally. In my opinion, to
do otherwise is a gross violation of the Constitution.


Please make religious organizations follow the same IRS regulations as all other
501(c)(3) non-profits.


Thank you,
Jim Dunn
964 Middle River Dr.
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33304
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From: Sandy & Bill Chockla
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Please stop favoring churches over other non-profits
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 8:39:26 PM


Hello,


All non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of whether they espouse an 
atheist position, or a religious position. Currently the IRS singles out churches for privileged 
treatment by exempting them from the disclosure requirements all other 501(c)(3) organizations 
must comply with, or lose their exemption. Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt groups, 
have a right to know what entities are exempt from taxation and to review general financial 
disclosures. The privilege of not being taxed must come with some measures of accountability.
Please make churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all other 501(c)(3) groups. At a 
minimum, the IRS should require any organizations that claim to be religious organizations, to file 
an annual notice with the IRS that they are claiming tax exemption.


The sad fact is, many organizations abuse this claim. For example, I live in Estes 
Park Colorado. Beyond any stretch of imagination or doubt the local YMCA is a for 
profit business. One of the most profitable in the valley. Because they claim to be a 
religious organization, they pay no taxes. This is just flat out wrong. We are not a 
christian nation. The founding fathers included the First Amendment and Article VI 
for many valid reasons. It is time we treat all organizations equally. Either tax them 
all or tax none. Of course to tax none makes little sense. Our crumbling 
infrastructure is one major example of where these funds would make a HUGE 
difference.


Thank you for taking the time to read my concerns.
Bill Chockla
Estes Park, CO
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From: Eric Weigle
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990 public comment
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 8:28:32 PM


Ms. Preston-


I'm responding to this request for comment:
https://www.federalregister.gov/articles/2015/07/14/2015-17312/proposed-
collection-comment-request-for-form-990-and-related-schedules


Specifically, I'm asking that all non-profit organizations, religious or otherwise, be
treated equally. It's manifestly unfair to ask some nonprofits to spend 1-2 work
weeks filling out this paperwork, while others get a free pass.


Similarly, lacking this public transparency and accountability is an invitation for
abuse. It should be mandatory that ALL nonprofits file their paperwork.


Thank you for your consideration,
Eric Weigle, PhD
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From: Katlyn Daugherty
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Comments regarding Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 7:12:55 PM


All non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of whether they
espouse an atheist position, or a religious position. Currently the IRS singles out
churches for privileged treatment by exempting them from the disclosure
requirements all other 501(c)(3) organizations must comply with, or lose their
exemption. Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt groups, have a right to know
what entities are exempt from taxation and to review general financial disclosures.
The privilege of not being taxed must come with some measures of accountability.
Please make churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all other 501(c)(3)
groups. At a minimum, the IRS should require any organizations that claim to be
religious organizations, to file an annual notice with the IRS that they are claiming
tax exemption.


Thank you,


Katlyn
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From: Ron
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Please treat churches the same as other non-profits
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 7:49:12 PM


Dear Ms. Preston:


Surely you recognize that the system of privileges for non-profit corporations and
churches needs revision.
 
The system was intended to encourage donations to organizations that benefit our
country. Careful oversight is needed of all these groups, lest they defraud their
donors and the public. As you know, having a charitable-sounding name is not
enough to guarantee legitimacy. Nor is a simple designation as a church, since there
are thousands of denominations in the U.S., and no doubt many of them provide no
real benefit to the greater community. In fact, as I believe, most deal in myth and
superstition, preying on gullible – often poor – people making false promises to them
to collect mass sums of money for very questionable benefit to the donors.
Meanwhile church leaders live a life of luxury – with little or no oversight of their
accounting or value. In short, anyone can claim any crazy religious dogma and
entice believers for profit. (John Oliver recently did an outrageous expose of church
tax abuse; I hope you see it.)
 
Therefore, I implore you to be sure that any IRS oversight of 501(c)(3) organizations
must be equally enforced against religious organizations, and that the IRS should, at
the very minimum, require churches to file the 990 form. Also, please make it easier
for valid groups who serve their communities to file clear and accurate reports.
 
Thank you for your service.
 
Ron Herman
8110 Cutler Ave. NE
Albuquerque, NM 87110
505-292-4375
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From: Michael Mitchell
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Proposed Collection; Comment Request for Form 990 and Related Schedules
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 9:25:42 PM


My comment relates to Form 990. I request that church exemptions be done away with
and they be required to report their finances to the Internal Revenue Service on IRS for
990.


Sincerely,


Mike Mitchell
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From: Lisa Hettler-Smith
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Comments regarding form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 4:24:08 PM


All non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of whether they espouse an atheist
position, or a religious position. Currently the IRS singles out churches for privileged treatment by
exempting them from the disclosure requirements all other 501(c)(3) organizations must comply with, or
lose their exemption. Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt groups, have a right to know what
entities are exempt from taxation and to review general financial disclosures. The privilege of not being
taxed must come with some measures of accountability. - See more at:
http://ffrf.org/news/action/item/23948-ask-irs-to-stop-favoring-churches-over-other-non-
profits#sthash.UAqTTxJv.UVUY72iT.dpuf


Please make churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all other 501(c)(3) groups. At a
minimum, the IRS should require any organizations that claim to be religious organizations, to file an
annual notice with the IRS that they are claiming tax exemption - See more at:
http://ffrf.org/news/action/item/23948-ask-irs-to-stop-favoring-churches-over-other-non-
profits#sthash.UAqTTxJv.UVUY72iT.dpu


Thank you for your consideration.


Best,


Lisa Hettler-Smith
134 S. 12th Street
San Jose, CA. 95112-2136
(408) 286-5451 home
(408) 393-6292 mobile
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From: Carolyn Brzezinski
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Public Comments about IRS Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 6:40:02 PM


Ms. Preston
Churches should not be treated differently than other non-profits. Please consider the following:


All non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of whether they espouse an
atheist position, or a religious position. Currently the IRS singles out churches for privileged
treatment by exempting them from the disclosure requirements all other 501(c)(3) organizations
must comply with, or lose their exemption. Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt groups,
have a right to know what entities are exempt from taxation and to review general financial
disclosures. The privilege of not being taxed must come with some measures of accountability.


Please make churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all other 501(c)(3) groups. At a
minimum, the IRS should require any organizations that claim to be religious organizations, to
file an annual notice with the IRS that they are claiming tax exemption.


Thank you,
Carolyn Brzezinski
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From: Susan Yelle
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Comments relate to Form 990.
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 8:44:15 PM


All non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of whether they espouse an atheist position, or a religious position.
Currently the IRS singles out churches for privileged treatment by exempting them from the disclosure requirements all  other 501(c)(3)
organizations must comply with, or lose their exemption. Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt groups, have a right to know
what entities are exempt from taxation and to review general financial disclosures. The privilege of not being taxed must come with
some measures of accountability. Please make churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all  other 501(c)(3) groups. At a
minimum, the IRS should require any organizations that claim to be religious organizations, to file an annual notice with the IRS that
they are claiming tax exemption. 


-- 
Sly
Biker Chick Supreme
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From: Robert Munoz Atkinson
To: Preston Christie A
Cc: Barbara Anderson
Subject: Public Comment Concerning Form 990 to Reduce Paperwork and Respondent Burden
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 4:18:42 PM
Attachments: Overview of the Federal Tax-Exempt Organizations Societal Requirements Proposal 20150824.pdf


Proposed Senate Bill to Revise Tax Code to Protect Children Revised 20150824.pdf


Dear Christie Preston,


All tax-exempt organizations should be treated equally, and should be required to file
IRS Form 990 annually regardless of whether it declares that it is a religious
organization or not. Please ask Treasury and IRS officials to present to the
Congressional Joint Committee on Taxation proposals to eliminate any exemptions
for filing IRS Form 990 annually.


Also, I feel that Treasury and IRS officials should propose to Congress to tweak the
Tax Code by requiring tax-exempt to pro-actively protect children from sexual abuse.
 Why are tax-exempt organizations allowed to benefit from not paying taxes based on
promises that they are charitable or religious?


Please read the attached proposed bill and overview of legislation that would solve at
least 5 major issues with tax-exempt organizations that were caused by Congress
creating tax-exempt organizations.  Organizations like Scientology should not be
considered religious, nor should religious leaders be allowed to embezzle religious
funds. Currently, the Congress has not given the IRS the necessary tools to prevent
gross abuses - the attached bill would correct that oversight.


Feel free to contact me if you need additional information.


 
Regards,
Robert Muñoz Atkinson
(805) 368-3612


Orlando businessman sues pastor to get his charita
ble donations back
Craig Mateer has done very well as an entrepreneur. The son of a prom
inent Orlando attorney, Mateer turned an airport-parking and airline-b
aggage business into a $100 million-a-year enterprise. In...
View on articles.orlandosentinel.com Preview by Yahoo
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Short Overview of the Federal Tax-Exempt Organizations Societal Requirements Proposal 



By Robert F. Muñoz Atkinson 



 



Child sexual abuse is against the law in every jurisdiction of the United States. Why not 



significantly prevent sexual abuse from occurring before it shatters the lives of adults, who were 



abused as children?  The unique approaches in this proposal are designed to encourage tax-



exempt organizations to pro-actively protect children.  This proposal will encourage leaders of 



tax-exempt organizations to protect children from sexual abuse instead of protecting an 



organization’s image by following policies that protect and enable perpetrators. 



 



Most parents do not want to think about their children being sexually abused or raped, and want 



to have faith in organizations that provide youth services for their children.  Unfortunately, 



pedophiles are attracted to organizations that provide youth services because that is where 



children are.  If able to, perpetrators will use their position of authority within an organization 



and/or coercion to “unduly influence” children (and in some cases parents) to not report criminal 



behavior to local law enforcement. 



 



Federal organizations have studied child sexual abuse.i ii iii The statistics are known.iv 



Prevention is known.v  When will politicians act to create effective child protection laws? 



 



The Proposed Law: 



The following is a brief summary of a proposed federal law to revise the Federal Tax Code to 



mandate that all applicable tax-exempt organizations pro-actively protect children from sexual 



abuse: 



1) Title page and Findings (pages 1-5) establishes reasons for passing this bill.vi vii viii ix x xi xii xiii 



2) Definitions (pages 5-8) define terms such as “undue influence” and “promote” to 



implement and interpret the law. 



3) Table of Contents and Section 101 (pages 8-16) inserts a new sub-section in 26 U.S. 



Code § 501 that would: 



a. Describe the criteria and process to suspend an organization's tax-exempt status. 



b. Would allow the IRS to charge all tax-exempt organizations a nominal annual fee 



(maybe $10 to $50) to fund enforcement. 



c.  Establish a voluntary advisory board of an equal number of members of advocates and 



tax-exempt organizations to advise the agency. 











d. Applicable tax-exempt organizations would be required to 



i. Ensure that applicable adults 



1. Pass a criminal background check and 



2. Complete sexual abuse awareness training, 



ii. Give applicable parents approved sexual abuse awareness information. 



iii. Immediately report suspected child sexual abuse to local authorities.   



e. Promote to members and employees to report suspected violent felonies to local law 



enforcement, 



f.  Prohibit using undue influence on or promoting it to members and/or employees, and 



g. Prohibit promoting bigotry, prejudice, and inciting hatred and civil unrest. 



4) Section 102 (pages 16-19) amends 26 U.S. Code § 6033 to require that  



a. All tax exempt organizations, including religious organizations that are currently 



exempt, to file annual reports and  



b. Adds additional requirements about what to include in annual reports. 



5) Section 103 (pages 19-21) amends 26 U.S. Code § 6104 to require the Treasury: 



a. Provide free access to applications for tax-exemption and annual reports through the 



internet.  



b. Prohibited from releasing personal contact information (not business contact 



information) through the internet. 



6) Section 104 (pages 21-23) creates Section 520 of 26 U.S. Code to allow taxing of funds 



transferred from/to non-compliant organizations to reduce funding to such organizations. 



7)  Section 105 page 23 states when the bill will become effective.  



 



Supporting Explanations: 



 



This proposed law uses innovative approaches to encourage tax-exempt organizations to more 



pro-actively protect children under their care and supervision from sexual abuse, create 



incentives and tools for federal agencies to investigate complaints against tax-exempt 



organizations, and creates an annual fee to fund federal agencies to investigate, administrate, 



and litigate non-compliant organizations. 



   



The National Child Protection Act of 1993 (42 U.S.C. 5119 et seq.) and the Volunteers for 



Children Act (Public Law 105–251; 112 Stat. 1885) only makes the Federal Bureau of 



Investigation criminal history checks available to organizations seeking to screen employees 











and volunteers who work with children: it does not mandate that all organizations screen their 



employees and volunteers.  If the Child Protection Improvements Act of 2008 (S.2756 & H.R. 



5606) was enacted, it would have expanded and made permanent a national child safety 



protection pilot program established in 2003 - it was not enacted. 



 



No other federal or state law comes close to providing this level of protection for children. 
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114TH CONGRESS 
1ST SESSION 



 



S.             



 



To add requirements for tax-exempt organizations to pro-actively fulfill 



which will reduce child sexual abuse and benefit society. 



 



 



 



IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES 



FEBRUARY 1, 2015 



Mr. TBD (for himself and Mr. TBD) introduced the following bill;  



 which was read twice and referred to the Committee on Finance 



 



A BILL 



To protect children from sexual abuse, prohibit promoting 



prejudice, bigotry, and hate-speech, and increase transpar-



ency and accountability by all tax-exempt organizations. 



1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa- 



2  tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled, 



3 SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE; 



4 This Act may be cited as the ‘‘Tax-Exempt Organ- 



5 izations Societal Requirements Act’’ or ‘‘Non-Profit  



6 Requirements Act’’. 



7 SEC. 2. FINDINGS. 



8 Congress makes the following findings: 
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1 (1) Congress must ensure that tax-exempt 



2 organizations protect children from sexual abuse.; 



3 (2) Tax-exempt organizations have used 



4 undue influence to protect perpetuators from 



5 prosecution and culpable organizations from  



6 civil litigation.; 



7 (3) Undue influence and States’ statute of  



8 limitation laws have been used to prevent civil  



9 lawsuits against perpetrators and organizations  



10 that enabled criminal behaviour.; 



11 (4) Representatives of tax-exempt organi- 



12 zations have used undue influence(s) to control  



13 behaviour of members to benefit leaders and 



14 the organization’s image to the determent of 



15 an individual’s welfare.; 



16 (5) As of January 1, 2015, TBD civil 



17 lawsuits have been filed, TBD judgments  



18 have been handed down, and $TBD  



19 in judgements awarded against the Boy Scouts 



20 of America for enabling perpetrators to sexually 



21 abuse children.; 



22 (6) As of January 1, 2015, TBD civil 



23 lawsuits have been filed, TBD judgments 



24 have been handed down, and $TBD 



25 in judgements awarded against the Second Mile  
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1 for enabling Gerald Arthur "Jerry" Sandusky to 



2 sexually abuse children; 



3 (7) As of January 1, 2015, TBD civil  



4 lawsuits have been filed, TBD judgments 



5 have been handed down, and $TBD  



6 in judgements awarded against Protestant  



7 Churches in America for enabling perpetrators 



8 to sexually abuse children.; 



9 (8) As of January 1, 2015, TBD civil 



10 lawsuits have been filed, TBD judgments  



11 have been handed down, and $TBD 



12 in judgements awarded against dioceses of the 



13 Catholic Church in America for enabling 



14 perpetrators to sexually abuse children.; 



15 (9) As of January 1, 2015, TBD civil  



16 lawsuits have been filed, 2 judgments have been 



17 handed down, and $TBD in judgements 



18 awarded against the Watchtower Bible & Tract 



19 Society of New York for enabling perpetrators to 



20 sexually abuse children.; 



21 (10) Agencies estimate that – 



22 (A) Approximately 60% of perpetrators 



23 of sexual abuse are known to the child but are 



24 not family members. 



25 (B)  Approximately 30% of sexual assault 
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1 cases are reported to authorities. 



2 (C) 62,939 cases of child sexual abuse 



3 were reported in 2012. 



4 (D) approximately 17% of boys and 



5 25% of girls are sexually abused before the age 



6 of 18. 



7 (E) Not all sexually abused children exhibit 



8  symptoms; however, others experience serious 



9 and long-standing consequences. 



10 (11) Jim Jones, the leader of the People’s    



11 Temple, used undue influence(s) on members of 



12 the People’s Temple on and before November 18,  



13 1978 that caused 918 people including 287 children 



14 to committed suicide and/or were murdered in 



15 Guyana.; 



16 (12) Marshall Applewhite, the leader of    



17 Heaven’s Gate, used undue influence(s) on 39 



18 members of Heaven’s Gate on and before March 



19  26, 1997 when they committed suicide in Rancho 



20 Santa Fe, California.; 



21 (13) A tax-exempt organization is not   



22 afforded protection as is an individual under the 



23  Free Exercise clause in the 1st Amendment to  



24 the United States Constitution –  an individual is 



25  able to think: an organization cannot.; 
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1 (14) A tax-exempt organization paying an 



2 annual fee to cover administrative and imple- 



3 mentation costs for provisions of this act is 



4 justifiable considering the record of some tax-exempt  



5 organizations, benefit of preventing potential 



6 consequences, and that a tax-exempt organization 



7 does not pay taxes.; 



8 (15) An advisory board of volunteers 



9 composed of individuals with experience advocating 



10 to protect children from sexual abuse or protect 



11 individuals from undue influence, and preferably an 



12 equal number of individuals representing tax- exempt 



13 organizations will ensure a balanced source of 



14 current and relevant information to advise the 



15  Secretary when promulgating regulations to 



16 implement this Act; 



17 SEC. 2. DEFINITIONS. 



18 (a) In General. — In this Act: 



19 (1) ADJUDICATION. — The term "Adjudication" 



20  means an agency process for the formulation of an order. 



21 (2) ADULT.— The term “Adult” means an  



22 individual who is 18-years or older and is not related  



23 to a child. 



24 (3) AGENCY. — The term “Agency” means  



25 each authority of the Government of the United States, 
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1 whether or not it is within or subject to review by 



2 another agency, but does not include— 



3 (A) the Congress; 



4 (B) the courts of the United States; 



5 (C) the governments of the territories or 



6 possessions of the United States; 



7 (D) the government of the District of Columbia. 



8 (4) CHILD. —  The term “Child” (or plural  



9 “Children”) means an individual who is younger than  



10 18-years old. 



11 (5)  CRIMINAL BACKGROUND CHECK.—  



12 The term ‘‘Criminal Background Check’’ means a back- 



13 ground check performed by a sovereign nation’s author- 



14 ized law enforcement agency, such as a finger-print 



15 background check performed by the United States 



16 Federal Bureau of  Investigations. 



17 (6)  INDIVIDUAL.—The term ‘‘Individual’’  



18 means a single human being as distinct from a group, 



19 class, or family. 



20 (7)  ORDER.— The term "Order" means the whole 



21 or a part of a final disposition, whether affirmative, 



22 negative, injunctive, or declaratory in form, of an agency 



23 in a matter other than rule making but including licensing. 



24 (8)  ORGANIZATION.—The term ‘‘Organi-  



25 zation’’ includes more than one individual, partnership,  
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1 company, corporation, association, trusts, legal repre-  



2 sentatives, or public or private organization other than 



3 an agency. 



4 (9)  PROMOTE.—The term ‘‘Promote” means 



5 any activity that distributes a message from an organi- 



6 zation or its leaders through its representatives or 



7 channels of distribution to a member or employee with 



8 the intent to influence an individual to change their 



9 thinking to conform to such organization’s message. 



10 (10)  REPRESENTATIVE.—The term ‘‘Repre-  



11 sentative’’ means an individual acting for or on behalf 



12 of an organization through delegated authority or 



13 distributes an organization’s message. 



14 (11) RULE MAKING.— The term "Rule Making" 



15  means an agency process for formulating, amending,  



16 or repealing a rule. 



17 (12)  SANCTION.— The term "Sanction" includes 



18 the whole or a part of an agency- 



19 (A) prohibition, requirement, limitation, or 



20 other condition affecting the freedom of an organi- 



21 zation; 



22 (B) withholding of relief; 



23 (C) imposition of penalty or fine; 



24 (D) destruction, taking, seizure, or withhold- 



25 ing of property; 
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1 (E) assessment of damages, reimbursement, 



2 restitution, compensation, costs, charges, or fees; 



3 (F) requirement, revocation, or suspension of 



4 a license; or 



5 (G) taking other compulsory or restrictive 



6 action; 



7 (13) UNDUE INFLUENCE. — The term “Undue 



8 Influence” means an act of mental, moral, physical, 



9 behavioural, informational, or emotional domination  



10 that over-comes the free will and judgement of an 



11 individual including using exhortations, insinuations, 



12 flattery, trickery, deception, coercion, duress, induce-  



13 ment, or using behavioural, information, thought, 



14 or emotional manipulation techniques.;  



15 SEC. 3. ETC. 



16 (a) AMENDMENT OF 1986 CODE.—Except as other- 



17 wise expressly provided, whenever in this Act an amend- 



18 ment or repeal is expressed in terms of an amendment 



19 to, or repeal of, a section or other provision, the reference   



20 shall be considered to be made to a section or other provi- 



21 sion of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986. 



22 (b) TABLE OF CONTENTS.—The table of contents of 



23 this Act is as follows: 
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Sec. 1. Short title; etc. 



TITLE I—  Requirements for Tax-Exempt Organizations 



Subtitle A—Proactively Protect Children from Sexual Abuse, etc. 



Sec. 101. Suspension of tax-exempt status for non-compliance. 
Sec. 102. Increase transparency and accountability reporting requirements for 
tax-exempt organizations. 
Sec. 103. Unrestrited access to annual reports of tax-exempt organizations. 
Sec. 104. Taxing transfers of funds from or to a non-compliant, organization. 
Sec. 105, Effective date.. 



 



1 TITLE I— REQUIREMENTS FOR 



2 TAX-EXEMPT ORGANIZATIONS 



3 Subtitle A—Proactively Protect  



4 Children from Sexual Abuse, etc. 



5  SEC. 101. SUSPENSION OF TAX-EXEMPT STATUS FOR 



6 NON-COMPLIANCE 



7 Section 501 of Title 26, United States Code, is 



8 amended— 



9 (1) Inserting after subsection (s) the following 



10 new subsection: 



11  ‘‘(t) Suspension of tax-exempt status of  non-compliant 



12 organizations”; 



13  “(1) In general —The exemption from tax under 



14 subsection (a) with respect to any organization describ- 



15 ed in paragraph (2), and the eligibility of any organi- 



16 zation described in paragraph (2) to apply for recogni- 



17 tion of exemption under subsection (a), shall be su- 



18 spended during the period described in paragraph (7).”; 



19 “(2) Suspension of tax-exempt status - To carry 
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1  out the purpose of this sub section the Secretary 



2 shall:”; 



3 “(A) Establish an advisory board 



4 described in paragraph (3) to assist in  



5 promulgating regulations from requirements in  



6 paragraph (4),”; 



7  “(B)  Promulgate regulations from require- 



8 ments in paragraph (4)”; 



9  “(C)  Create cost-effective internet tools,  



10 database, or solutions including submitting docu- 



11 mentation in digital formats to facilitate individuals 



12 filing complaints against a tax-exempt organi- 



13 zation,”; 



14  “(D)  Investigate complaints against 



15 a tax-exempt organization that does not comply 



16 with a requirement in paragraph (4),”; 



17  “(E)  Adjudicate valid complaints collec- 



18 tively when feasible to reduce costs against 



19 a tax-exempt organization that does not comply 



20 with a requirement in paragraph (4),”; 



21 “(3) Advisory board – The Secretary 



22 shall establish an advisory board composed of:”; 



23 “(A) Three individuals from the agency,”; 



24 “(B) From 4 to 12 volunteers,”; 



25 “(C) Individuals with education or ex- 
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1 perience advocating to protect children from  



2 sexual abuse or from undue influence, and”; 



3 “(D) Preferably an equal number of  



4 individuals representing the interests of tax- 



5 exempt organizations.”; 



6  “(4) Requirements — An organization or 



7 a representative of the organization shall:”; 



8 “(A) Proactively implement effective 



9 child protection policies and practices, including:”;  



10 “(i) Promote to an individual to 



11 immediately report all felony crimes to 



12 law enforcement, and before reporting 



13 to an organization’s legal department.”; 



14  “(ii) Require that all adults, who 



15 participate in an activity sanctioned by an   



16 organization and who might work with,  



17 hold a position of authority over a child, 



18 supervise, or be alone with children must 



19 pass a criminal background check and  



20 complete sexual abuse awareness training 



21 that meets requirements approved by  



22 the Secretary.”; 



23  “(iii) Require that all parents, whose 



24 children are participating in activities that  



25 are sanctioned by an organization, are 
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1 given sexual abuse awareness information 



2 that meets requirements approved by  



3 the Secretary.”; 



4 “(B) Immediately report suspected child 



5 abuse to law enforcement by at least identifying  



6 the victim and how to contact the victim.”; 



7 “(C) Shall not use nor promote using undue  



8 influence on a member or an employee of an or- 



9 ganization.”; 



10 “(D) Shall not promote prejudice or bigotry 



11 based on race, gender, sexual orientation, religious 



12 beliefs, and physical or mental disabilities to 



13 members or employees of an organization.”; 



14 “(E) Shall not incite hatred or civil 



15 unrest based on race, gender, sexual orientation,  



16 religious beliefs, and physical or mental disabil- 



17 ities.”; 



18  “(5) Exemption — If an organization or a repre- 



19 sentative does not organize, promote, nor endorse any 



20 activities that would allow an adult to unduly influence  



21 a child, it is exempt from complying with the require- 



22 ments in paragraph 4(A) and must notify the Secretary 



23 that it is exempt from complying with the requirement.”; 



24  “(6) Penalties — If an organization or a repre- 



25 sentative make a false or misleading statement to the 
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1 Agency about complying with this subsection, the  



2 Secretary will sanction the organization with a mini- 



3 mum suspension of 1 year in addition to other penalties 



4 and taxes that are allowable by law and suspension  



5 in paragraph (7).”; 



6 “(7) Period of suspension  — With respect to an  



7 organization described in paragraph (2), the period of  



8 suspension  —“;  



9 “(A) begins with the date the suspension  



10 notice is mailed to the organization.”; 



11 “(B) ends on the earlier of  —“; 



12 “(i) the first date of verification of  



13 compliance with requirements of paragraph (4) by such 



14 organization pursuant to the law, or”; 



15 “(ii) the date that the suspension is 



16 nullified by a court in section 7428.”;  



17 ‘‘(8) Denial of deduction —No deduction  



18 shall be allowed under any provision of this title, 



19 including sections 170, 545(b)(2), 556(b)(2), 642(c), 



20 2055, 2106(a)(2), and 2522, with respect to any 



21 contribution to an organization described in 



22 paragraph (2) during the period described in para- 



23 graph (7).”; 



24 ‘‘(9) Denial of administrative or judicial challenge 



25 of suspension or denial of deduction.— Notwith- 
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1 standing section 7428 or any other provision of law, 



2 no organization may challenge a suspension under  



3 paragraph (1), a designation described in paragraph (2), 



4 the period of suspension described in paragraph (7), 



5 or a denial of a deduction under paragraph (8) in any 



6 administrative or judicial proceeding relating to the  



7 Federal tax liability of such an organization.”; 



8  ‘‘(10) Erroneous designation.—“; 



10 ‘‘(A) In general.—If—“; 



11 ‘‘(i) the tax exemption of an organi- 



12 zation described in paragraph (2) is su-  



13 spended under paragraph (1),”; 



14 ‘‘(ii) designation described 



15 in paragraph (2) which has been made with 



16 respect to such organization is determined 



17 to be erroneous pursuant to the law under 



18 which such designation was made, and”; 



19 ‘‘(iii) the erroneous designations 



20 result in an overpayment of income tax 



21 for any taxable year by such organization, 



22 credit or refund (with interest) with respect 



23 to such overpayment shall be made.”; 



24 ‘‘(B) Waiver of limitations.—If the credit 



25 or refund of any overpayment of tax described in 
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1 subparagraph (A)(iii) is prevented at any time 



2 by the operation of any law or rule of law 



3 (including res judicata), such credit or refund 



4 may nevertheless be allowed or made if the claim  



5 therefore is filed before the close of the 1-year 



6 period beginning on the date of the deter- 



7 mination described in subparagraph (A)(ii).”; 



8 ‘‘(11) Notice of suspension(s).—If the tax exemp-  



9 tion of any organization is suspended under this sub- 



10 section,  the Internal Revenue Service shall mail notice  



11 of suspension to the organization, update the listings of  



12 tax-exempt organizations, and shall publish appropriate  



13 notice to taxpayers of such suspension and of the fact  



14 that contributions to such organization are not deductible 



15 during the period of such suspension.’’; 



16 “(12) Annual fee – The Secretary shall esta-  



17 blish an annual fee that a tax-exempt organization 



18 must pay when filling an annual form described in 



19 section 6033 to finance implementing this subsection 



20 including administration, promulgating regulations  



21 and forms, creating and maintaining internet webpages, 



22 and investigating complaints of non-compliance.”; 



23 “(13) Reimbursement of Investigative, Adju- 



24  dication, and Judicial  Costs – The Secretary shall 



25 calculate costs that a non-compliant organization des- 
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1 cribed in paragraph (2) must reimburse an agency for  



2 investigating, adjudicating, and litigating in a court a  



3 suspension.”; and 



4 “(14) Manage costs – The Secretary shall 



5 investigate and acquire internet tools, database(s), and 



6 solutions that will reduce costs to implement this sub-  



7 section, reduce costs for tax-exempt organizations filing  



8 a form in section 6033, reduce costs for individuals  



9 participating in the advisory board in paragraph (3), and  



10 maintaining security and retention of electronic records.”. 



11  SEC. 102. INCREASE TRANSPARENCY AND ACCOUNTABILITY 



12 REQUIREMENTS FOR TAX-EXEMPT ORGANIZATIONS. 



13 Section 6033 of Title 26, United States Code, is 



14 amended— 



15 (1)  by replacing “and disbursements” with 



16 “disbursements, and child protection practices” in  



17 paragraph (a)(1), 



18 (2) by replacing “(A) Mandatory exceptions” 



19 and all that follows in paragraph (a)(3) with 



20 “(A) The Secretary may relieve any subordinate organi- 



21  zation required under paragraph (1) to file a return from 



22 filing such a return where he determines that such filing 



23 is not necessary for the efficient administration of the 



24 internal revenue laws, which is reported in a 



25 return by its controlling organization that established  
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1 or essentially controls such organization, and the  



2 controlling organization takes responsibility for all 



3 actions by such organization.” and 



4 “(B) Any organization is exempt from complying with 



5 paragraph (b)(25) which would pay more than 1% of 



6 its gross income to comply.”. 



7 (3) by deleting “(c)(3)” and “(c)(3) which” in 



8 paragraph (b). 



9 (4) by inserting “ and” between the words  



10 “subsection (a)” and “ shall” in paragraph (b). 



11 (5) by replacing “information” with “, in elec- 



12 tronic form” in paragraph (b). 



13 (6) by renumbering paragraph (b)(16) to b(25).  



14 (7) by renumbering paragraph (b)(1) through  



15 (b)(15) to (b)(8) through (b)(22).   



16 (8) by inserting the following before renumbered 



17 paragraph (b)(8) — 



18 “(1)  the legal name of the organization,”; 



19 “(2) any name under which such organi- 



20 zation operates or does business,”; 



21 “(3) the organization’s mailing address 



22 and Internet web site address (if any),”; 



23 “(4) the organization’s taxpayer identify- 



24 cation number,”; 



25 “(5) the organization’s taxpayer identify- 
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1 ication number,”; 



2 “(6) the name and address of a principal 



3 officer, “; and 



4 “(7) When applicable, list all taxpayer 



5 identification numbers of subordinate organi- 



6 zations whose information is included in a parent 



7 organization’s form,”. 



8 (9) by replacing “assets” with “ a good-faith 



9 estimate of market value of fixed assets, liquid assets” 



10 in renumbered paragraph (b)(11). 



11 (10) by replacing “the names” with “the amounts, 



12 names,” in renumbered paragraph (b)(12). 



13 (11) by replacing “all substantial contributors” 



14 with “the five top contributors or all contributors, 



15 who donated greater than 5 percent of total contribu- 



16 tions for such year” in renumbered paragraph (b)(12). 



17 (12) by replacing “(6)” with “(13)” in renumbered 



18 paragraph (b)(14). 



19 (13) by deleting “(c) (other than paragraph (3)  



20 thereof)” in renumbered paragraph (b)(16). 



21 (14) by inserting after renumbered paragraph 



22 (b)(22) the following— 



23 “(23)  List all practises that an organi- 



24 zation implemented during the year to comply with 



25 paragraph 501(t)(4)(A) or declare that it is exempt 
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1 from complying with paragraph 501(t)(4)(A) in 



2 accordance with paragraph 501(t)(5).” and 



3 “(24)  An independent registered public 



4 accounting firm shall audit information in the annual return  



5 which an organization must file in paragraph (a)(1), 



6 unless exempt from filling in paragraph (a)(3)(B), 



7 write a statement for the annual return, and such 



8 statement shall be included in the annual return.”. 



9 (15) by replacing “(8)” with “(15)” in paragraph 



10 before subsection (c). 



11 (16) by deleting “other than an organization 



12 described in section 501 (c)(3)” in subparagraph 



13 (e)(1)(B)(i). 



14 (17) by repealing subsections (f) through (h) and  



15 marking them as such. 



16 (18) by replacing “Any organization the gross” 



17 and all that follows in subsection (i) up to “(2) upon” 



18 with “Upon”. 



19 (19) by replacing “3” with “2” and “third” 



20 with “second” in paragraph (j)(1). 



21 (20) by replacing “501 (a)” with “501” in  



22 paragraph (j)(1). 



23 (21) by replacing “501 (a)” with “501” in  



24 paragraph (j)(3). 



25  SEC. 103. UNRESTRICTED ACCESS TO ANNUAL REPORTS 
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1 OF TAX EXEMPT ORGANIZATIONS. 



2 Section 6104 of Title 26, United States Code, is 1 amended — 



3 (1)  by replacing “. In the case of” to “by the Sec- 



4 retary)” with “ and through the Internet as described in 



5 paragraph (a)(3)” in paragraph (a)(1)(A). 



6 (2) repeal paragraph (a)(2). 



7 (3) delete “and” in subparagraph (a)(3)(i). 



8 (4) replace “.” with “,” in subparagraph (a)(3)(ii). 



9 (5) insert after subparagraph (a)(3)(ii) — 



10 “(iii) Information described in subparagraph (a)(1)(A), 



11 except for personal (not business) contact information  



12 such as street, P.O. Box, and email address and telephone 



13 number, and”; 



14 “(iv) Information described in subsection (b), except 



15 for personal (not business) contact information such 



16 as street, P.O. Box, and email address and telephone 



17 number.”. 



18 (6) insert after subparagraph (a)(3)(B) ) — 



19 “(C) Accessibility of Information”; 



20 “Create cost-effective internet tools, database, or sol- 



21 utions including search features and displaying inform- 



22 ation to replicate information filed with the agency.”. 



2 3 (7)  by replacing “the name or ” to “contributor to” 



24 with “personal (not business) contact information such  



25  as street, P.O. Box, and email address and telephone 
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1 number in the annual return of “ in subsection (b). 



2 (8) by deleting “(other” to “to such organization” 



3 in subsection (b). 



4 (9) by inserting after “of a refusal” with “or sus- 



5 pension” in subparagraph (c)(1)(A). 



6 (10) by inserting after “refusal” with “or sus- 



7 pension” in (c)(2)(A)(i) to include notices. 



8 (11) by repealing (c)(2)(C). 



9 (12) by repealing (c)(3) and (c)(4). 



10 (13) by replacing all occurances of “3-year” with 



11  “10-year” in paragraph (d)(2). 



12 (14) by replacing “the name or address of any  



13 contributor to” with “personal (not business) contact 



14 information such  as street, P.O. Box, and email address 



15 and telephone  number in information supplied by” in 



16 subparagraph 6104 (d)(3). 



17  SEC. 104. TAXING TRANSFERS OF FUNDS FROM OR TO A 



18 NON-COMPLIANT ORGANIZATION. 



19 Section 520 of Title 26, United States Code, is 



20 created by inserting the following after section 515 — 



21 “SECTION 520 – TAXING TRANSFERS OF FUNDS”; 



22  “(a) General rule”; 



23 “A tax-exempt organization as defined under section 



24 501 (a) shall be subject to taxation under this subtitle 



25 only to the extent provided in this section. The Secretary 
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1 shall promulgate regulations and form(s) to enforce this 



2 section including tracking fund transfers from initiating 



3 to final destination of funds, calculating and collecting 



4 tax from an applicable organization, and adjudicating 



5 such transfers.”; 



6 “(b) Tax imposed”; 



7 “(1) In general”; 



8 “A tax is hereby imposed for each taxable year on 



9 funds transferred from or to non-compliant organi- 



10 zations (whether foreign or domestic) when the 



11 Secretary deems that one or more organizations do 



12 not comply with the requirements (or intent) of   



13 subsection 501 (t)(4). Such tax shall be computed by 



14 multiplying the funds transferred as taxable income by 



15 the highest rate of tax specified in section 11 (b).”; 



16 “(c) Due diligence”; 



17 “(1) In general”; 



18 “Tax-exempt organizations as defined under section 



19 501 (a) are required to determine whether an 



20 organization meets the requirements (or intent) of 



21 subsection 501 (t)(4) before transferring funds to 



22 or accepting fund from another tax-exempt organi- 



23 zation, whether foreign or domestic.”; 



24 “(2) Record retention requirements”; and 



25 “Organizations are required to retain records of fund 
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1 transfers and documentation that organizations 



2 complied with the requirements of section 501 (t)(4) 



3 for 10-years after a transfer is completed.”. 



4 (place holder for additional wording) 



5  SEC. 105. Effective date. 



6 The amendments shall apply to designations made before, 



7 on, or after the date of the enactment of this Act. 
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Notes & Questions 
1) Instead of requiring all non-profits to have a CPA certify that an organization’s annual report 



is true, have the Secretary decide when it is necessary based on an organization’s record 
such as making false statements to the Secretary, creating a culture that enabled and 
protected pedophiles from prosecution, laundering money, or embezzling charitable funds 
for personal gain.. 



2) Instead of requiring all non-profits to pay the same annual dues, have the Secretary 
establish a fee schedule based on on an organization’s record such as making false 
statements to the Secretary or enabling, protecting pedophiles from criminal prosecution, 
laundering money, or embezzling charitable funds for personal gain.  The minimum fee 
should be $25/year and the maximum fee should be 0.1% of annual income from 
donations, investments, and income generating enterprises. 



3) Report annual litigation expenses. 
4) Report annual political lobbying expenses. 
5) How do I verify that when sections are repealed that no other section references it? 
6) Do definitions in this Act need to be also defined in a section? 
7) What organizations are exempted in Title 26 section 4966?  I think it is only investment 



funds, but then what is the sponsoring organization?  Is sponsoring organization different 
from controlling or parent organization? 



8) Does reference to “501 (c)(3)” need to be deleted from Title 26 section 509 (a) and (a)(4)? 
9)  What about section 527 that refers to 501 (c)? 



10) Review Title 26 section 7428 to determine if 7428 is more stringent than the following: 
(a) General rule 
Within 90 days after the date on which a notice of a suspension is mailed to the 
organization, the organization may file a petition for a review of the suspension for such 
taxable year with— 
(1) the Tax Court, 
(2) the district court of the United States for the district in which the organization’s principal 
place of business is located, or 
(3) the Claims Court. 
(c) Scope of judicial review 
A court with which a petition is filed in accordance with this sub-section shall have 
jurisdiction to nullify the suspension of the organization for the taxable year to which the 
notice of suspension relates. 
(d) Determination of court reviewable 
Any determination by a court under this section shall have the force and effect of a decision 
of the Tax Court or a final judgment or decree of the district court or the Claims Court, as 
the case may be, and shall be reviewable as such. The date of any such determination 
shall be treated as being the date of the court’s order entering the decision. 
(e) Effect of decision dismissing action 
If an action brought under this section is dismissed other than by reason of a rescission, the 
decision of the court dismissing the action shall be considered as its decision that the notice 











of suspension is correct, and an appropriate order shall be entered in the records of the 
court. 



 













From: Kevin Kreitman
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Comments relate to Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 8:06:39 PM


All non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of whether they 
espouse an atheist position, or a religious position. Currently the IRS singles out 
churches for privileged treatment by exempting them from the disclosure 
requirements all other 501(c)(3) organizations must comply with, or lose their 
exemption. Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt groups, have a right to 
know what entities are exempt from taxation and to review general financial 
disclosures. The privilege of not being taxed must come with some measures of 
accountability.
Please make churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all other 
501(c)(3) groups. At a minimum, the IRS should require any organizations that 
claim to be religious organizations, to file an annual notice with the IRS that they 
are claiming tax exemption.


Churches should be held to EXACTLY the same standards as all other 501 (c)3 organizations, including 
the restrictions on tax exempt political activity.  There should be no special rights for religious 
organizations.


Sincerely, 


Dr. Kevin B Kreitman



mailto:kbk@well.com

mailto:Christie.A.Preston@irs.gov






From: Jennifer Stretch
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Public Comment, Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 7:07:58 PM


Dear Christie,


Please consider my comments in relation to form 990.  


All non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of whether they
espouse an atheist position, or a religious position. Currently the IRS singles out
churches for privileged treatment by exempting them from the disclosure
requirements all other 501(c)(3) organizations must comply with, or lose their
exemption. Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt groups, have a right to know
what entities are exempt from taxation and to review general financial disclosures.
The privilege of not being taxed must come with some measures of accountability.


Please make churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all other 501(c)(3)
groups. At a minimum, the IRS should require any organizations that claim to be
religious organizations, to file an annual notice with the IRS that they are claiming tax
exemption.


Thank you for your consideration.


Jennifer D. Stretch, CPA
14728 E Temple Dr.
Aurora, CO 80015



mailto:therealjenmccoy@gmail.com

mailto:Christie.A.Preston@irs.gov






From: Ned Pyle
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Comments relating to Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 6:05:58 PM


To Ms. Preston,
 
It is my belief that all non-profit organizations - be they religiously positioned or not -
should be treated equally. The IRS gives churches special, privileged treatment through
disclosure exemptions to which all other 501(c)(3) organizations must comply. We
taxpayers are subsidizing tax-exempt groups; we have a right to know what entities are
exempt from taxation and to review their general financial disclosures.
 
The privilege of tax exemption must come with accountability. 
 
Please make all churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all other 501(c)(3)
groups. They are not any more or less important than secular groups. To treat
them differently steps on the Constitution. 
 
Thank you for your consideration,


- Ned Pyle
 



mailto:ned_pyle@hotmail.com

mailto:Christie.A.Preston@irs.gov






From: Inge Darneal
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Equalization of non profit organizations
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 8:11:00 PM


Either all or none should exempt from paying taxes


All non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of whether
they espouse an atheist position, or a religious position. Currently the IRS
singles out churches for privileged treatment by exempting them from the
disclosure requirements all other 501(c)(3) organizations must comply with, or
lose their exemption. Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt groups, have a
right to know what entities are exempt from taxation and to review general
financial disclosures. The privilege of not being taxed must come with some
measures of accountability.
Please make churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all other
501(c)(3) groups. At a minimum, the IRS should require any organizations that
claim to be religious organizations, to file an annual notice with the IRS that
they are claiming tax exemption.



mailto:ingebethke@gmail.com

mailto:Christie.A.Preston@irs.gov






From: Mike Smith
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Public comment on churches and taxes
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 7:59:56 PM


All non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of whether
they espouse an atheist position, or a religious position. Currently the IRS
singles out churches for privileged treatment by exempting them from the
disclosure requirements all other 501(c)(3) organizations must comply with, or
lose their exemption. Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt groups, have
a right to know what entities are exempt from taxation and to review general
financial disclosures. The privilege of not being taxed must come with some
measures of accountability.
Please make churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all other
501(c)(3) groups. At a minimum, the IRS should require any organizations that
claim to be religious organizations, to file an annual notice with the IRS that
they are claiming tax exemption.


 Sincerely,


Michael K. Smith


Sent from my iPad



mailto:smitmk@msn.com

mailto:Christie.A.Preston@irs.gov






From: Andrew Pearce
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Public comments on Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 8:31:47 PM


Thank you for giving the public a chance to comment on this important issue.  


No doubt there are many churches in the U.S. that exist to provide spiritual guidance to their followers. But its obvious that many so
called "Churches" are nothing more than a front for scam artists who seek to prey on vulnerable people. These people are often
elderly or lonely people, or people with limited financial means.  It is sickening to see some of the tactics used by some of these self-
described "pastors" seeking donations for highly dubious activities.  One well-reported cased described a pastor who wanted people
to send money to buy him a plane. I doubt very much if that is part of God's plan. 


The role of government should not to enable these scam artists by looking the other way and pretending that their motives are good
and just because religion is involved. The IRS has an obligation to audit the activities of every church who enjoys a tax exemption
and make sure that everything is above board and complies with the law.  All  non-profit organizations should be treated equally,
regardless of whether they espouse an atheist position, or a religious position. Currently the IRS singles out churches for privileged
treatment by exempting them from the disclosure requirements all  other 501(c)(3) organizations must comply with, or lose their
exemption. Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt groups, have a right to know what entities are exempt from taxation and to
review general financial disclosures. The privilege of not being taxed must come with some measures of accountability. Please make
churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all  other 501(c)(3) groups. At a minimum, the IRS should require any
organizations that claim to be religious organizations, to file an annual notice with the IRS that they are claiming tax exemption. 


Sincerely
Andrew Pearce
231 Scott St, #2
San Francisco, CA 94117



mailto:andrewkpearce@gmail.com

mailto:Christie.A.Preston@irs.gov






From: Art Fitzgerald
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: FORM 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 8:54:58 PM


Dear Ms Preston:  Please accept my comments below re Form 990.  thank you for 
your consideration.


All non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of whether they espouse an 
atheist position, or a religious position. Currently the IRS singles out churches for privileged 
treatment by exempting them from the disclosure requirements all other 501(c)(3) organizations 
must comply with, or lose their exemption. Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt groups, 
have a right to know what entities are exempt from taxation and to review general financial 
disclosures. The privilege of not being taxed must come with some measures of accountability.
Please make churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all other 501(c)(3) groups. At a 
minimum, the IRS should require any organizations that claim to be religious organizations, to file 
an annual notice with the IRS that they are claiming tax exemption.



mailto:antfitzgerald@verizon.net

mailto:Christie.A.Preston@irs.gov






From: Elaine Needham
To: Preston Christie A
Cc: Needham Elaine
Subject: Form 909
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 10:30:05 PM


Greetings, I have long felt that religious organizations should pay taxes along with every other non-
profit.  This makes tax payers have to subsidize religious organizations, but why?  It makes no sense, as
it is discriminatory and biased.


I am not a member of FFRF. I am just an individual concerned about tax discrimination.


Thank you.


Elaine Needham



mailto:emahdeen@gmail.com

mailto:Christie.A.Preston@irs.gov

mailto:emahdeen@gmail.com






From: Michael Spurling
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: RE: Proposed Collection; Comment Request for Form 990 and Related Schedules
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 7:14:00 PM


Good Day,
 
As a concerned citizen and registered voter, I appreciate and welcome the opportunity to
voice my comments concerning Form 990,Return of Organization Exempt From Income Tax
Under Section 501(c), 527, 4947(a)(1) of the Internal Revenue Code .
 
I feel very strongly about the separation of church and state. As such, I feel that there
should be no favoritism given for any agency that purports to be a non-profit. I appreciate
this opportunity to allow for public comment and hope that you will consider these
two points:
 
 


All non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of whether they
espouse an atheist position, or a religious position. Currently the IRS singles out churches
for privileged treatment by exempting them from the disclosure requirements all other
501(c)(3) organizations must comply with, or lose their exemption. Taxpayers, who are
subsidizing tax-exempt groups, have a right to know what entities are exempt from
taxation and to review general financial disclosures. The privilege of not being taxed must
come with some measures of accountability. 


Please make churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all other 501(c)(3)
groups. At a minimum, the IRS should require any organizations that claim to be religious
organizations, to file an annual notice with the IRS that they are claiming tax exemption. 
 
Respectfully,
 
Michael D. Spurling
Mesa, Arizona 85205
 
 



mailto:michaelspurling@hotmail.com

mailto:Christie.A.Preston@irs.gov






From: Jan
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990 & churches
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 10:02:10 PM


It's completely wrong that churches are exempt from submitting form 990 s. There is
no paperwork problem in this day and age when you can submit just about anything
electronically. So I guess it's a matter of sufficient IRS staff to review 990s if
churches were required to submit them. I would love to know how many
organizations are out there that should not have tax exempt status. Churches get
away with murder and they're laughing all the way to the bank.


Sent from my Boost Mobile Phone.



mailto:true@winfirst.com

mailto:Christie.A.Preston@irs.gov






From: imsoulsearchin
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Related to Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 4:37:15 PM


Please stop favoring churches over other non-profits. 


Sent via the Samsung Galaxy S® III mini, an AT&T 4G LTE smartphone



mailto:imsoulsearchin@yahoo.com

mailto:Christie.A.Preston@irs.gov






From: ljparkermd@gmail.com
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Religious Prefrence
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 5:51:00 PM


I believe that to give religious organizations preferential treatment over non-religious nonprofit
organization is to illegally support religion and is contrary to the Constitution of the United States of
America. Please help. This illegal support of an establishment of religion.


Thank you very much.


Dr. Joseph Parker


L Joseph Parker MD



mailto:ljparkermd@gmail.com

mailto:Christie.A.Preston@irs.gov






From: Law1994@aol.com
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Religious exemption - Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 5:38:30 PM


Dear Ms Christie:
 
Please reconsider the exemption churches currently enjoy to IRS rules that apply to
secular businesses.  The religious or non-religious orientation of a business should
not be a consideration in the application of tax law.  The public has a right to know
the financial dealings for businesses they essentially subsidize.
 
Thank you for your time and consideration.
 
Respectfully,
 
Joseph M. Heery
 
Joseph M. Heery
Attorney at Law
18 Flynn Road
Stoughton, MA 02072
Tel: 781-344-1739
Cell: 781-789-8515
 
This e-mail transmission and the documents accompanying this transmission, if any, contain confidential and/or legally privileged
information and are intended only for the use of the person(s) or entity(ies) named above. If you are not the intended recipient, you are
hereby notified that any disclosure, copying or distribution of the contents hereof is strictly forbidden. If you have received this
transmission in error, please notify us immediately by telephone or return e-mail so we may rectify the situation



mailto:Law1994@aol.com

mailto:Christie.A.Preston@irs.gov






From: J.T. Wolfe
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Religious exemption from Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 4:20:27 PM


I believe that taxpayers should have an accounting of all charities.  This should apply
equally to religious and non-religious organizations; requiring secular groups to fill out
paperwork that religious groups are exempt from places an unfair burden on non-
religious charities.



mailto:jt_wolfe@yahoo.com

mailto:Christie.A.Preston@irs.gov






From: rb
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Require Form 990 for Religious Organizations
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 9:04:27 PM


Please include this public comment to The Internal Revenue Service and Treasury Department about the Form 990, which
secular non-profit organizations are required to file each year to retain their tax exemption.
Why does the IRS single out churches for privileged treatment by exempting them from the disclosure requirements all
other 501(c)(3) organizations must comply with? Why as a taxpayer, subsidizing tax-exempt “non-profit religious groups”,
do I have no a right to review general financial disclosures as is the case for all  non-religious groups? Why does our tax
code include a religious privilege for tax-exempt status lacking form 990 accountability? This favoritism of our government
towards religion over non-religion goes against our secular constitution forbidding (tax) law resulting in an establishment of
religion—a bias towards religion.
For over 45 taxpaying years I have been force by my government to donate to religion against my will though tax
deductions and exemptions given to religion, compounded by biased execution and lack of accountability in our tax code
favoring religion. A pious organizational claim is no guarantee against corruption. Churches must be made to conform to
the same IRS requirements as all  other 501(c)(3) groups. The minimum the IRS should require of organizations that claim
to be religious organizations, is to comply with all  IRS requirements as for non-religious non-profit organizations claiming
501(c)(3) tax exempt status.
Thank you,
Ronald Bert
Non-religious taxpayer
 



mailto:xyzmail@verizon.net

mailto:Christie.A.Preston@irs.gov






From: John Michael Strubhart
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Tax Status of Churches
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 5:02:50 PM


Dear Ms. Preston,


I am writing with a concern about the tax status of churches in the United States.  It is my
understanding that churches do no have to file for status as a charity or report their gross income and
distributions of that income.  While I don't ask the IRS tax the churches (although I actually think that
they should as they operate like businesses), I do sincerely expect that they report their income to the
IRS and the public.  


All non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of whether they espouse an atheist
position, or a religious position. Currently the IRS singles out churches for privileged treatment by
exempting them from the disclosure requirements all other 501(c)(3) organizations must comply with, or
lose their exemption. Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt groups, have a right to know what
entities are exempt from taxation and to review general financial disclosures. The privilege of not being
taxed must come with some measures of accountability.


Please make churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all other 501(c)(3) groups. At a
minimum, the IRS should require any organizations that claim to be religious organizations, to file an
annual notice with the IRS that they are claiming tax exemption.


Respectfully,


John M Strubhart
Austin, TX


2809 West William Cannon Drive, Apt F106
Austin, TX  78745-5176
(512) 784-1393
johnmstrubhart@gmail.com



mailto:johnmstrubhart@gmail.com

mailto:Christie.A.Preston@irs.gov
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From: Dale Reynolds
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Tax and Churches
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 5:54:51 PM


Dear Ms. Preston,


Each day that goes by carries yet another story of religious organizations getting involved
in the political realm.  Pastors are telling their congregation who to vote for and who to
protest against, and they demonize those on the left as “sinners”.  Televangelists rake in
MILLIONS of dollars, purportedly to help the poor and sick, when in fact they spend the
money on private jet planes and mansions.


We have Presidential candidates who are saying on national TV that the religious
community need only obey those laws they agree with, and ignore those that they feel go
against their religion.


I believe that everyone in the U.S. has the right to support or NOT to support a major
organized religion.  But it is not right that these people should enjoy tax-free lives when
everyone else has to chip in.


Please make churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all other 501(c)(3)
groups. At a minimum, the IRS should require any organizations that claim to be religious
organizations, to file an annual notice with the IRS that they are claiming tax exemption.


And any church that defies law and politicizes their sermons and activities should have
their tax-free exemption removed IMMEDIATELY.  The far right will almost certainly call
your actions “an assault on Christians”, but be assured that there are millions of citizens
out there who are sick of the church’s hypocrisy and would support your move.


Sincerely,


 
Dale Reynolds
5443 Betty Circle
Livermore, CA  94550
(650) 804-1239
 



mailto:Dale.Reynolds@varian.com
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From: dillybe@aol.com
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Tax the churches)
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 6:47:20 PM


All non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of whether
they espouse an atheist position, or a religious position. Currently the IRS
singles out churches for privileged treatment by exempting them from the
disclosure requirements all other 501(c)(3) organizations must comply with, or
lose their exemption. Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt groups, have a
right to know what entities are exempt from taxation and to review general
financial disclosures. The privilege of not being taxed must come with some
measures of accountability. Please make churches conform to the same IRS
requirements as all other 501(c)(3) groups.
 
Sincerely.
Debra Sturm
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From: Eric Stauss
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Treat everyone fairly, no special reporting and exemptions for churches please
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 6:43:38 PM


It is grossly unfair that churches are exempt from taxes. Churches are as self-serving to their 
membership as any athletic club or other non-religious organization, and should be required to 
make a similar contribution to society at large. They use the same streets, utilities, legal system, 
national defense system, police and fire forces, and should have to contribute their fair share.
All non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of whether they espouse an 
atheist position, or a religious position. Currently the IRS singles out churches for privileged 
treatment by exempting them from the disclosure requirements all other 501(c)(3) organizations 
must comply with, or lose their exemption. Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt groups, 
have a right to know what entities are exempt from taxation and to review general financial 
disclosures. The privilege of not being taxed must come with some measures of accountability.
Please make churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all other 501(c)(3) groups. At a 
minimum, the IRS should require any organizations that claim to be religious organizations, to file 
an annual notice with the IRS that they are claiming tax exemption


Eric Stauss
916 802 8052
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From: Clint Walker
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Unequal Form 990 reporting burden on secular non-profits and churches
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 7:08:02 PM


Please revise the regulations prescribing which organizations must submit Form 990
and which need not.  If secular 501(c)3 organizations must, then churches should be
required to as well.  A lot of "churches" are getting away with robbery, including
political activities. 
Sincerely,
 
Clinton B. Walker
Bethlehem, PA
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From: Dawn van Wesenbeeck
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: churches must comply with 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 7:15:26 PM


While the talking points are copied, they reflect my opinion on this matter.  It's hard to
believe that churches (including Westero Baptist) get a pass on this issue while all others
must comply.   Oversight IS required. 
All non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of whether they espouse
an atheist position, or a religious position. Currently the IRS singles out churches for
privileged treatment by exempting them from the disclosure requirements all other
501(c)(3) organizations must comply with, or lose their exemption. Taxpayers, who are
subsidizing tax-exempt groups, have a right to know what entities are exempt from
taxation and to review general financial disclosures. The privilege of not being taxed must
come with some measures of accountability. Please make churches conform to the same
IRS requirements as all other 501(c)(3) groups. At a minimum, the IRS should require any
organizations that claim to be religious organizations, to file an annual notice with the IRS
that they are claiming tax exemption.
Thank you
D. van Wesenbeeck
Salem, OR
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From: Philip Trask
To: Preston Christie A
Cc: action@ffrf.org
Subject: comments on 990 exemptions
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 5:38:51 PM


As a member of the Freedom From Religion Foundation I take exception to the tax benefits that are
allowed to religious organizations in the U.S., which operate as religious businesses, and market
their services to their members for Tithe or other remunerations.  I am not against any religious
organization that has the constitutional right to practice their beliefs as they see fit in buildings
that are paid for by their members, not subsidized by the public, who may or may not agree with
the teachings of the religions.  They vast number of tax payers really don’t think about how
religious organizations are being subsidized by not paying taxes as operating business must. I belief
this should be changed to bring into alignment religious businesses with other types of businesses,
primarily because they benefit from the social infrastructure that supports their buildings, traffic,
policing, infrastructure maintenance of roads, bridges, other general maintenance costs.
 
All non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of whether they espouse an
atheist position, or a religious position. Currently the IRS singles out churches for privileged
treatment by exempting them from the disclosure requirements all other 501(c)(3) organizations
must comply with, or lose their exemption. Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt groups,
have a right to know what entities are exempt from taxation and to review general financial
disclosures. The privilege of not being taxed must come with some measures of accountability.
 
Please make churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all other 501(c)(3) groups. At a
minimum, the IRS should require any organizations that claim to be religious organizations, to file
an annual notice with the IRS that they are claiming tax exemption.
Philip Trask
Laguna Hills, CA
patrask2@cox.net
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From: PHYLOSBOB@aol.com
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: comments relatin to Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 4:06:00 PM


Dear Christie A. Preston,
    All non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of whether they espouse an atheist
position, or a religious position. Currently the IRS singles out churches for privileged treatment by
exempting them from the disclosure requirements all other 501(c)(3) organizations must comply with, or
lose their exemption. Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt groups, have a right to know what
entities are exempt from taxation and to review general financial disclosures. The privilege of not being
taxed must come with some measures of accountability.
                                                                        Thank You,
                                                                        Robert Wilson
                                                                        200 N. First St.
                                                                        Mechanicsburg, Illinois
                                                                                                62545
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From: Kurtis Rader
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: feedback regarding revisions to form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 5:32:54 PM


All non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of whether they
espouse an atheist position, or a religious position. Currently the IRS singles out
churches for privileged treatment by exempting them from the disclosure
requirements all other 501(c)(3) organizations must comply with, or lose their
exemption. Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt groups, have a right to know
what entities are exempt from taxation and to review general financial disclosures.
The privilege of not being taxed must come with some measures of accountability.


Frankly churches should conform to the same IRS requirements as all other
501(c)(3) groups. If that is not politically feasible then at a minimum the IRS should
require any organizations that claim to be religious organizations to file an annual
notice with the IRS that they are claiming tax exemption.


-- 
Kurtis Rader
Caretaker of the exceptional canines Junior and Hank
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From: Rhoda Forte
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 5:31:36 PM


All non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of whether they espouse an
atheist position, or a religious position. Currently the IRS singles out churches for privileged
treatment by exempting them from the disclosure requirements all other 501(c)(3)
organizations must comply with, or lose their exemption. Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-
exempt groups, have a right to know what entities are exempt from taxation and to review
general financial disclosures. The privilege of not being taxed must come with some
measures of accountability.
Please make churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all other 501(c)(3) groups.
At a minimum, the IRS should require any organizations that claim to be religious
organizations to file an annual notice with the IRS that they are claiming tax exemption.


Thank you.'
Sincerely,
Rhoda Forte
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From: Dan Hilbert
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 6:08:56 PM


Dear sir or madam:


All non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of whether
they espouse an atheist position, or a religious position. Currently the IRS
singles out churches for privileged treatment by exempting them from the
disclosure requirements all other 501(c)(3) organizations must comply with, or
lose their exemption. Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt groups, have
a right to know what entities are exempt from taxation and to review general
financial disclosures. The privilege of not being taxed must come with some
measures of accountability.
Please make churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all other
501(c)(3) groups. At a minimum, the IRS should require any organizations that
claim to be religious organizations, to file an annual notice with the IRS that
they are claiming tax exemption.


This is an area of equal protection under our Constitution that forbids giving
privilege to religious organizations.  Please change this in order that all businesses or
religious organizations are treated equally.


Sincerely,


Dan Hilbert
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From: Kemp Nicola L
To: Pinkston Tuawana; Preston Christie A
Subject: fyi
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 4:23:41 PM


Job Title:Supervisory Management and Program Analyst (Functional Chief) *NTE*


Department:Department Of The Treasury


Agency:Internal Revenue Service


Job Announcement Number:15CW2-SBM1291-0343-1-JC


 
 
Nicola Kemp
Tax Law Specialist (TLS)
Tax Forms & Publications
SE:W:CAR:MP:T:I:S
1111 Constitution Ave NW, Ste 6141
Washington, DC  20224
202-317-5778
FAX 202-622-5015
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From: Ro
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: re Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 7:16:31 PM


Ms. Preston,
 
As a concerned citizen and member of the Freedom from Religion Foundation, I urge the IRS to remove the
990 exemption religious institutions currently enjoy. Specifically:
 
1) Any IRS oversight of 501(c)(3) organizations must be equally enforced against religious organizations.
2) The IRS should, at the very minimum, require church entities claiming exemption from filing the 990 to
inform the IRS through a letter (or via a prescribed form).
 
Thank you,
 
Ro Pernelli
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From: batagle@aol.com
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: re: Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 4:12:27 PM


Greetings,
 
Regarding the disclosure requirements that all 501 (c) (3) organizations must comply with, I believe that
religious organizations should not be exempted.  Privileged treatment for these organizations amounts
to government endorsement, an action directly at odds with the Constitution.  In the interest of
transparency and accountability, the IRS should enforce compliance from churches as it does from any
other 501 (c) (3) group.
 
Respectfully,
Benjamin A. Tagle
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From: KC Shaw
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 10:41:16 PM


Please stop favoring churches over other non-profits
 
KC Shaw
239.707.8901 Cell
 
This message contains information from Technology Consultants that is privileged and confidential, and intended for the
individual(s) named only. If you are not the intended recipient be aware that any disclosure, copying, distribution or use
of the contents is prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please reply to the sender that you have
received the message in error, or notify us by telephone 239.707.8901 immediately, and delete the original message.
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From: Rick Guthmann
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: re: Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 4:19:12 PM


To: Christie A. Preston


All non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of whether they espouse an atheist
position, or a religious position. Currently the IRS singles out churches for privileged treatment by
exempting them from the disclosure requirements all other 501(c)(3) organizations must comply with, or
lose their exemption. Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt groups, have a right to know what
entities are exempt from taxation and to review general financial disclosures. The privilege of not being
taxed must come with some measures of accountability.


Sincerely,
Rick
-- 
Richard Guthmann, MD, MPH
Faculty, Advocate Illinois Masonic Family Medicine Residency, University of Illinois at
Chicago.
Medical Director, Advocate Physician Partners - Illinois Masonic Medical Center.
Rick.Guthmann@advocatehealth.com
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From: Marianne Blair
To: Preston Christie A
Cc: Marianne Blair
Subject: Form 990 - Taxpayer Feedback
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 9:03:58 PM


Dear Ms. Preston:


Thank you for the opportunity to provide feedback on Form 990.  I do think changes
are necessary and important, for the following reasons:


1) The current distinctions between religious organizations and other non-
profits puts the IRS in the untenable situation of having to rule upon
what constitutes a "church" or "religion", vs. what constitutes a non-
religious nonprofit.  At one time, when our country was simpler, this might have
been less problematic.  However, it 2015, it is increasingly difficult and I would say
impossible, to come up with a clear definition of "religious organization" that can be
provided to the IRS to rule on these situations.


Without making judgments that drag the IRS into conflict with the establishment
clause of the US Constitution, how can you rule on what is a "church," vs. what is a
tax dodge or social group?   Is the IRS to be put in a position to decide that
Catholicism is a religion, but Rastafarianism is not?  That Scientology is a religion,
but Aum Shinrikyo was not?  How do you make these decisions - do you say that a
religion must be established for X number of years?  Do you say that it has to have
X number of members?   Do you pass judgment on the values, purpose, or mission
of that organization? There is no good way to define this, and it leads us down a
path that government should not tread.  


2)  The 990 Exemption encourages widespread tax dodging.  If I decide to
found a new religion with a friend or two, and declare my home a parsonage, and
"donate" all of the income I receive to my "church," what is to stop me?  With a
little consultation, easily available online, it's not that hard to set up as a 501 (c) (3)
and call it a church.  And once I'm over this hurdle, what is to stop me from then
dissolving my governing body, ceasing to track my organization's income and what is
done with it?  And what is to stop me from soliciting donations, under any pretense I
choose, and using that money in any way I choose?  It is clear to me that in fact,
many such situations now exist and are increasingly common.  As there is no logical
and constitutional way to support the designation of "church" vs. "charity," this
exemption drags the IRS into a morass of questionable and potentially
unconstitutional decision making.


3) Many "Religious" organizations masquerading as non-profits are
profitable private businesses under another name.  The exemption for
religious organization was undoubtedly intended to support sincere believers whose
religious organizations had a mission of charity in their communities. However, we
are seeing a proliferation of "churches" which bring in revenues of millions of dollars,
with almost none of it going to any activity that could be considered charitable. 
These churches are (at best) social clubs, and (at worst) wealth accumulators for
those running them. They have sophisticated marketing strategies, lavish salaries,
and assets rivaling other successful mid-cap businesses.  This is not what the
religious exemption was meant to address.
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4)  The 990 requirement is not onerous, for true religious organizations. 
Most true churches and religious organizations would have relatively little trouble
conforming to the requirements of the 990 - they have governing bodies (even
independent churches usually have a vestry, or Council of Elders, etc.) and the form
itself is not highly complex.  Most true religious organizations maintain financial
records and are conscientious about how they use donations.  I do not consider
myself a tax genius (1040 EZ for most of my life!) and having reviewed the 990, it's
reasonably straightforward.  No organization with serious purpose should have a
problem filing this form honestly.


5) Members of religious organizations deserve financial transparency.  This
may be the most important consideration:  An honest religious organization has
nothing to hide from its members.  Filling a 990 would allow a mission-driven
religious organization to demonstrate to its members, as do other nonprofits, that
the donations received are going to the intended purpose, and that the
organization's overhead is reasonable.  It is sad to see many in our country donating
beyond their means to "religious" organizations that do not in fact use their
donations for the purported purpose.  Requiring religious organizations to file a 990
would let in the light of day and give the members of these organizations some
fighting chance to make informed decisions about which organizations they support.


Requested change:


At a minimum, religious organizations must be required to follow the same 990 filing
requirements as other 501(c)(3) organizations.  They must be required to show,
year over year, what their assets are, what revenue they're bringing in, how they're
disbursing it, and that they are indeed pursuing their stated mission.  This is a
reasonable requirement, followed by every charitable organization, and should be
welcomed by sincere religious organizations.


Thank you again for soliciting taxpayer input on this very important issue.


 Sincerely, 


Marianne Blair
4553 N. Magnolia Avenue, Unit 507
Chicago, IL   60640
312.420.0407








From: Aaron Reiter
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990 - the treatment of all nonprofits
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 8:41:29 PM


Dear IRS,


I am a US citizen writing to express my concern over the IRS's history of granting
special consideration to religious groups by exempting them from filling out Form
990 for nonprofit organizations. This amounts to government favoritism toward
religion and it is intolerable in our secular society.


I urge the IRS to enforce universal nonprofit standards which would apply equally to
all nonprofit organizations, including churches. I do not feel churches should receive
any special consideration by the IRS exempting them from the disclosures required
of all 501(c)(3) organizations. 


As tax payers who are forced to accept things like tax free land and structures for
religious worship, we should be able to review all financial documents required to be
disclosed by a nonprofit designation, whether a church or a secular service club. I
am a Rotary Club member and we take our responsibilities to keep our books
balanced and in full compliance with the rules of our foundation's 501(c)(3)
designation - churches should be required to take that responsibility just as seriously
because being immune to taxes should come with institutional accountability.


Please enforce the requirements equally to all designated nonprofits and eliminate
any favoritism being granted to religious institutions. 


Thank you,


Aaron Reiter


360 907-5880 mobile
360 833-2759 fax
aaron.reiter1@gmail.com
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From: richard stowell
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 8:15:39 PM


The IRS must stop favoring churches etc. froml accountability all other charities must
report.  The theft, fraud and corruption of the religious sector must not be tolerated.
Thank You  Richard E Stowell, veteran, senior citizen, a fed up 75 year tax payer.
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From: Ken Sleeman
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 8:08:46 PM


Dear Mr. Preston;
 
I have long felt that churches receive special treatment denied other 501 (c) (3) non-profit
organizations, especially when it comes to transparency.
 
I believe that churches should conform to all regulations that other non-profit organizations
must comply with, including the filing of Form 990 on an annual basis.
 
Churches which cannot or will not document their charitable activities can choose to pay
taxes, which may bring in substantial revenue to the US Treasury.
 
 
Ken Sleeman CSRE, CBNT
451 Hungerford Dr Ste 119 PMB 193
Rockville, MD 20850-5148
301-873-9526
kensleeman@verizon.net
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From: Jessica Fishell
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990 Comment
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 4:58:40 PM


Hello,


I am in favor of amending Form 990 requirement as they pertain to churches and religious
organizations to ensure the fair and equal treatment of all 501(c)(3) organizations.


Our Constitution calls for the separation of Church and State, as is necessary for a
truly free and independent country. In a sincerely secular government by the
People and for the People (ALL people), all nonprofit organizations should be
treated equally, regardless of their religious or secular position. The currently lax
Form 990 requirements for churches amounts to government favoritism towards
religious organizations.


The privilege of not being taxed as a 501(c)(3) must come with some measures of
accountability. Currently the IRS singles out churches for privileged treatment by
exempting them from the disclosure requirements with which all other 501(c)(3)
organizations must comply. Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt groups,
have a right to know what entities are exempt from taxation and to review general
financial disclosures. Please make churches conform to the same IRS requirements
as all other 501(c)(3) groups. 


At a minimum, the IRS should require any organizations that claim to be religious
organizations to file an annual notice with the IRS that they are claiming tax
exemption, just like everyone else.


Thank you,
Jessica Fishell
Phoenix, AZ
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From: ~james
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 5:17:16 PM


I believe that ALL Non-Profit organizations should be treated EQUALLY.
Currently the IRS singles out churches for privileged treatment by
exempting them from the disclosure requirements all other 501(c)(3)
organizations must comply with, or lose their exemption.  This form is
not so lengthy that a church organization can't get together the
information once a year.


Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt groups, have a right to know
what entities are exempt from taxation and to review general financial
disclosures. The privilege of not being taxed must come with some
measures of accountability.  Please make churches conform to the same
IRS requirements as all other 501(c)(3) groups.


I decide to contribute my money to organizations depending on how they
spend donations.  If they spend too much money on "administration" then
I do not support them.  The same would go for churches if I had that
information available.  Probably some churches are afraid to make this
information available because their congregation might pull away if they
only knew where their money actually goes.  We no longer want any such
secrets/privilege.


The church that I grew up in is not the type of church that is "hiding"
how they spend money.  They would be able to handle this disclosure
easily.  The mega churches/pastors out there may not do so well if their
parishioners only knew.  This information should be made available to
disclose how all of these organizations spend their money!


Sincerely,
~James Szymkowiak
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From: Victor Ranilla
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 8:05:39 PM


Hello,


It is both ridiculous and discriminatory to require non-profits to file yearly for their tax exemption, with
exception to religious organizations.


Ridiculous: Because it is blatantly obvious that too many organizations are rampantly abusing the
system. Million dollar homes, luxury trips, expensive cars, etc. All coming out of the pockets of their
donors and parishioners under the belief that such funds are being used to further the message of their
religion. Instead, those funds are being used to further the extravagant lifestyles of the organization's
leadership.


Discriminatory: Because secular organizations are being excluded from the same exemption. Therefore
the government is giving preference to religious organizations. Take a look through the lens of history
and examine what has happened to societies where religion and government become bedfellows, or
give each other preferential treatment. Meanwhile, secular organizations are being forced to bear the
brunt of paperwork, audit, and public scrutiny.


The bottom line: Either throw out 501(c) tax exemption or make EVERYONE accountable.


Sincerely,


Victor Ranilla


Sent from my iPhone
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From: Doug W A Hopper
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990 Comment
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 4:31:17 PM


As a citizen, I believe that churches should abide by the same reporting
process required by other nonprofit agencies.  Further all non-profit
organizations should be treated equally, regardless of whether they
espouse an atheist position, or a religious position. Currently the IRS
singles out churches for privileged treatment by exempting them from the
disclosure requirements all other 501(c)(3) organizations must comply with,
or lose their exemption. Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt
groups, have a right to know what entities are exempt from taxation and to
review general financial disclosures. The privilege of not being taxed must
come with some measures of accountability. Please make churches
conform to the same IRS requirements as all other 501(c)(3) groups. At a
minimum, the IRS should require any organizations that claim to be
religious organizations, to file an annual notice with the IRS that they are
claiming tax exemption.


Thank you
Denise M. Hopper
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From: Judy Foulds
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 9:06:58 PM


This is to voice concerns that all non-profits are not treated equally in regards to taxes.  Religious
organizations need to be accountable if they are claiming a tax exemption.  Please treat all equally
and demand accountability.   Judy Foulds
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From: David Brown
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 5:09:35 PM


All non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of whether they
espouse an atheist position, or a religious position.


Please make churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all other
501(c)(3) groups.


David S. Brown
Brown, Brown & Brown
23326 Hawthorne Boulevard, Suite 380
Torrance, CA 90505-3725
310-378-3733, fax 310-378-0703 
mrtorts@aol.com
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From: Joseph Roshong
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990 Comment
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 7:30:26 PM


Good day, 
 
I am writing in response to the comment request for Form 990 and related schedules,
specifically ways to minimize the burden of the collection of information on
respondents.
 
From my understanding, churches are automatically exempted from the filing
requirements, and at this time they don't even have to send a notice to your agency to
let you know that they are claiming a Form 990 filing exemption. 
 
What better way could there possibly be to minimize the burden on the rest of the
non-profits? Just treat them equal to churches. The relief would be tremendous, not
just for those that are required to file, but for your agency as well. 
 
If that does not sound like a good idea, then I ask that you please consider treating all
nonprofits the same and require that churches conform to the same requirements of
all other 501(c)(3) groups. There is no reason that churches should get special
treatment.
 
Kind Regards,
Joseph Roshong
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From: Irwin Deutscher
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 8:01:25 PM


I have been aware for some time of the fact that Form 990 can be avoided
by any group calling itself "religious." In effect this enables them to
avoid the oversight of the IRS. Why, in a nation that so values the
separation of Church and State, do we grant this exceptional favor to
self described religious groups? On the other hand would it not save
considerable time and money for both the IRS and the 501(c)3
organizations if no one had to file Form 990? Either way, treatment of
religious groups and nonreligious ones ought to be the same.


Irwin Deutscher
4740 Conn. Ave. NW, #1007
Washington, DC 20008
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From: Dan Watters
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 5:05:46 PM


All non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of whether they
espouse an atheist position, or a religious position. Currently the IRS singles out
churches for privileged treatment by exempting them from the disclosure
requirements all other 501(c)(3) organizations must comply with, or lose their
exemption. Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt groups, have a right to know
what entities are exempt from taxation and to review general financial disclosures.
The privilege of not being taxed must come with some measures of accountability.
Please make churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all other 501(c)(3)
groups. At a minimum, the IRS should require any organizations that claim to be
religious organizations, to file an annual notice with the IRS that they are claiming tax
exemption. - See more at: http://ffrf.org/news/action/item/23948-ask-irs-to-stop-
favoring-churches-over-other-non-profits#sthash.UAqTTxJv.4rPLgYjP.dpuf


I feel very strongly that churches should be required to file income and expenditure
and asset reports, that the public deserves to have this information. Of course, they
should be prevented from political action if they are to retain their non-profit status.


How is the Catholic Church's investment in United Airlines non-profit?


Dan Watters
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From: Jena Osbon
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990 Comments
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 7:33:14 PM


To Whom It May Concern,


All non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of whether they
espouse an atheist position, or a religious position. Currently the IRS singles out
churches for privileged treatment by exempting them from the disclosure
requirements all other 501(c)(3) organizations must comply with, or lose their
exemption. Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt groups, have a right to know
what entities are exempt from taxation and to review general financial disclosures.
The privilege of not being taxed must come with some measures of accountability.


Please make churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all other 501(c)(3)
groups. This religious favoritism has got to stop, as it is causing undue harm to our
society and the great potential this country has.


Thank you for your time, 
Jena Osbon
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From: Will Fisher
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 7:58:02 PM


As a tax payer myself, i object to any one person or organization that use the system to not give back
to the whole of our society. They share the protection of our laws. They share the protection of our
men and women in the armed forces. In short, they benefit from the taxes paid by the rest of us. If a
cent in profit is made, they should be taxed equally so. No church or religious group should be made
wealthy at the expense of the rest of us without contributing their fair share also. Please consider
changing this. I am only one voice, but reason has always started with one. E Pluribus Unum. Thank
you


Sent from my iPhone
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From: Peter Pavlovic
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990 Comments
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 6:23:31 PM


Dear Ms Preston,


All non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of whether they
espouse an atheist position, or a religious position. 


Currently your department singles out churches for privileged treatment by exempting
them from the disclosure requirements all other 501(c)(3) organizations must comply
with, or lose their exemption.


Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt groups, have a right to know what
entities are exempt from taxation and to review general financial disclosures. The
privilege of not being taxed must come with some measures of accountability.


Please make churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all other 501(c)(3)
groups. At a minimum, the IRS should require any organizations that claim to be
religious organizations, to file an annual notice with the IRS that they are claiming
tax exemption


Regards,


-----
Peter Pavlovic
e: peter@pavlovic.us
w: http://pavlovic.us
-----
Note: By intentionally or unintentionally transferring email messages, attachments, files or information in any form to me or my


infrastructure, you automatically transfer all ownership to me and relinquish all copyright and other claims to said information. Any legal


disclaimer you may have stating otherwise is instantly null and void. I may choose to delete, archive, disseminate, publish or handle the


information in any manner I so choose. Should you not agree to these terms and conditions and wish to retain ownership to further


information exchanges you may refrain from transferring information to me.


-----
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From: ICSPOTZ@comcast.net
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 7:52:48 PM


Hi,


I would like to express my opinion about Form 990. I believe
only correct thing to do is extend the privilege of not being
taxed to all non-profits no matter their religious affiliation or
non affiliation. All non-profit organizations should be treated
equally, regardless of whether they espouse an atheist
position, or a religious position. Currently the IRS singles out
churches for privileged treatment by exempting them from
the disclosure requirements all other 501(c)(3) organizations
must comply with, or lose their exemption. Taxpayers, who
are subsidizing tax-exempt groups, have a right to know what
entities are exempt from taxation and to review general
financial disclosures. The privilege of not being taxed must
come with some measures of accountability.


Please make churches conform to the same IRS requirements
as all other 501(c)(3) groups. Taxpayers At a minimum, the
IRS should require any organizations that claim to be religious
organizations, to file an annual notice with the IRS that they
are claiming tax exemption.
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From: Jeanette Suzuki
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 5:03:27 PM


All non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of whether they espouse an atheist position, or a religious position.
Currently the IRS singles out churches for privileged treatment by exempting them from the disclosure requirements all  other 501(c)(3)
organizations must comply with, or lose their exemption. Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt groups, have a right to know
what entities are exempt from taxation and to review general financial disclosures. The privilege of not being taxed must come with
some measures of accountability. Please make churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all  other 501(c)(3) groups. At a
minimum, the IRS should require any organizations that claim to be religious organizations, to file an annual notice with the IRS that
they are claiming tax exemption. - 


I cut and pasted this wording, but I agree wholeheartedly with the content.


Jeanette Suzuki
11412 NE 49th Street 
Vancouver, WA  98682
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From: Edward Obermueller
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990 Comments
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 5:52:50 PM


Dear Ms. Preston,


As a former Lutheran pastor and a currently active member of the Morristown Unitarian Universalist 
Fellowship, Morristown NJ, I recognize the value that churches and religious organizations bring to the 
community. However, I feel strongly that they should be held to the same standards of transparency as 
other non-profit organizations.


At a minimum, the IRS should require any organization that claims to be religious, to file an annual 
notice with the IRS that they are claiming tax exemption.


I do know that many churches do not have the administrative resources to comply with the filing of 
form 990. Therefore another way of asking them to be transparent needs to be implemented, so that all 
organizations are treated equally under the law. Many people (including members of said churches) do 
not have any awareness of the fact that churches are exempt from these sorts of public disclosures, 
and this gives rise to the possibility of abusive practices. As a former minister, I saw up close the way 
church governing boards were sometimes willing to use funds in inappropriate ways, and we should not 
assume that religious organizations are benign in the way they conduct themselves. 


Kind regards,
Edward


Edward Obermueller
11 Holloway Place
Morris Plains, NJ 07950
201-274-5782
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From: John Lynch
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 7:31:59 PM


Th


All non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of whether they espouse an
atheist position, or a religious position. Currently the IRS singles out churches for privileged
treatment by exempting them from the disclosure requirements all other 501(c)(3)
organizations must comply with, or lose their exemption. Taxpayers, who is subsidizing tax-
exempt groups, have a right to know what entities are exempt from taxation and to review
general financial disclosures. The privilege of not being taxed must come with some
measures of accountability.
Please make churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all other 501(c)(3) groups.
At a minimum, the IRS should require any organizations that claim to be religious
organizations, to file an annual notice with the IRS that they are claiming tax 


John Lynch, Stuart, FL 34996


-- 
The Wizard
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From: Tyler Wheeler
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 4:54:32 PM


Dear Ms. Preston,


 


I am writing today to express concern regarding Form 990.  Specifically, I am requesting that religious
organizations be held to the same tax standards as other, secular, 501 (c) (3) groups. As a tax payer, I
think that it is incredibly important that all tax-exempt institutions be held to high standards of
transparency and accountability.  It does not seem fair to other 501 (c) (3) groups or to the common
tax-payer that religious organizations be held to a different standard of financial disclosure.  Please
hold religious organizations to the same standards as others, it is the fair and correct thing to do.


 


Thank you for your attention to this issue.


 


Cheers,


 


 


 


Tyler Wheeler, MD
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From: Jim McCormick
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990 Comments
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 4:11:59 PM


In response to the Comment Request for Form 990, I wanted to provide my thoughts.


1. I am most concerned about the privileged treatment that the IRS provides to certain
organizations without any constitutional basis


2. Specifically, I feel that all organizations that are subsidized by me as a taxpayer
should be held to exactly the same disclosure requirements or lose their exemption


3. While I feel that religious organizations, in many cases, provide great benefit to our
society, I also believe that there are many that hide under this exemption to benefit
their leadership more than their constituents.


My request is that any IRS oversight of 501(c)(3) organizations be equally enforced against
religious organizations with no exceptions. There is no logical basis to exempt them in a
country where clear separation of church and state is a founding principal. This automatic
exemption is the equivalent of unbridled discrimination against all non-religious non-profit
groups and should not be tolerated in any way.


Thank you for your consideration of my comments.


Sincerely, 


James B. McCormick
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From: mar454@windstream.net
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 7:31:58 PM


Hello,  All non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of whether they espouse an
atheist position, or a religious position. Currently the IRS singles out churches for privileged treatment
by exempting them from the disclosure requirements all other 501(c)(3) organizations must comply
with, or lose their exemption. Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt groups, have a right to know
what entities are exempt from taxation and to review general financial disclosures. The privilege of not
being taxed must come with some measures of accountability.
Please make churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all other 501(c)(3) groups. At a
minimum, the IRS should require any organizations that claim to be religious organizations, to file an
annual notice with the IRS that they are claiming tax exemption.


Please eliminate all religious exemptions that do not relate to direct church grounds and buildings.  All
other holdings should be taxed.  As an Atheist I am directly being forced to subsidize the religious
beliefs of others through higher taxes that I would not have to pay if these things were taxed. 
Estimates show that personal taxes could be halved if this happened. 


Thank You, Paul Marcussen 5705 Waverly Rd. Lincoln, Ne.  68517
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From: Pierre Nadeau
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 4:53:32 PM


Hello


As a former 911 Dispatcher, i understood the costs involved with implementing,
maintaining a 9-1-1
infrastructure to a community. That as a homeowner am happy to pay my share.
Providing
Fire-Rescue-Police to churches is our pride of a community. I wish churches paid
their fair share. 
Religion does not trump your civic duty to help pay for these provisions.


thank you


Pierre Nadeau
128 stuart circle
lake junaluska, nc., 28745
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From: John Tuttle
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990 Comments
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 4:03:55 PM


Please end one of the privileges that religious institutions enjoy by making them
conform to the same disclosure requirements as 501(c)(3) organizations. The
privilege of not being taxed should come with some level of accountability. It's only
fair that religious organizations should have to comply. Thank you.


John Tuttle
Sunderland, MA 01375
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From: Randy Mackay
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 7:31:27 PM


In regard to IRS Form 990 as it relates to religious organizations, I would like to make my opinion
known to you. I feel that all religious organizations in the United States should be required to disclose
their entire financial operations. This would make certain that their use of donated funds are known to
their membership as well as the general public, and that the unused donations are not siphoned off for
purposes outside the law regulating tax exempt organizations.


Sincerely,


Randy Mackay
Midvale, Utah
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From: David Lubeck
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 4:51:57 PM


 The same reporting requirements should be applied to all non-profits, whether they claim to be
religious or not. The tax exemption is a significant benefit. We should at least have some idea
how much of as burden the rest of us are shouldering because non-profit organizations are
evading their tax obligations to support the common cause.


Dave Lubeck
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From: Nils Bruzelius
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 4:38:14 PM


Christie A. Preston
Internal Revenue Service
1111 Constitution Ave. NW
Washington, DC  20224


Dear Ms. Preston:


I recently learned for the first time that the IRS allows religious organizations to claim a 
Form 990 filing exemption and thereby escape the accountability that is wisely imposed on 
other 501(c)(3) non-profit organizations.


As the employee of a non-profit organization and the supporter of a number of others, I find 
this to be unfair and bad public policy.


This is especially true since so many ostensibly non-political religious organizations are 
currently very active in advocating on controversial social issues and provide explicit  
political support for candidates for public office. 


As a taxpayer I am happy to subsidize tax-exempt groups, but in return for that their tax 
exemption they should all provide full financial disclosure, including churches and other 
religious organizations, many of which have enormous financial resources.


It’s a simple matter of public accountability.


Thank you for your attention.


Nils Bruzelius
1973 Main Road
Westport Point, MA  02791
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From: Anita Ruthenberg
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990 Comments
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 9:00:11 PM


Please stop favoring religious non-profit organizations.
 
IRS oversight of 501(c)(3) organizations should be equally enforced against religious
organizations. Churches should not be automatically exempted from reporting their annual gross
income, disbursements and other tax information to the IRS under federal law. This discrepancy
shields churches from accountability and amounts to government favoritism toward religion.
 
Religious organizations should have no special privileges from the federal government.
 
Thank you.
 
 


Anita Ruthenberg
2258 Whitney Drive
Weatherford, Texas, 76087
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From: R Bradley Potts
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 7:28:45 PM


Dear Ms Preston


All non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of
whether they espouse an atheist position, or a religious position.
Currently the IRS singles out churches for privileged treatment by
exempting them from the disclosure requirements all other 501(c)(3)
organizations must comply with, or lose their exemption. Taxpayers,
who are subsidizing tax-exempt groups, have a right to know what
entities are exempt from taxation and to review general financial
disclosures. The privilege of not being taxed must come with some
measures of accountability.
Please make churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all
other 501(c)(3) groups. At a minimum, the IRS should require any
organizations that claim to be religious organizations, to file an annual
notice with the IRS that they are claiming tax exemption.


Thank you for your understanding


R Bradley Potts
19R Main Street
Westford, MA 01886
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From: rsmazur@comcast.net
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990 Equal Treatment
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 10:10:35 PM


The privilege of not being taxed must come with some measures of accountability


All non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of whether they
espouse an atheist position, or a religious position. 


Currently the IRS singles out churches for privileged treatment by exempting them
from the disclosure requirements all other 501(c)(3) organizations must comply with,
or lose their exemption. Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt groups, have a
right to know what entities are exempt from taxation and to review general financial
disclosures. 


Please make churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all other 501(c)(3)
groups. At a minimum, the IRS should require any organizations that claim to be
religious


Thank you,
Ray Mazur
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From: Tom Schai
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 9:37:35 PM


All non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of whether they espouse an
atheist position, or a religious position. Currently the IRS singles out churches for privileged
treatment by exempting them from the disclosure requirements all other 501(c)(3)
organizations must comply with, or lose their exemption. Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-
exempt groups, have a right to know what entities are exempt from taxation and to review
general financial disclosures. The privilege of not being taxed must come with some
measures of accountability.


Tax all churches! They have a responsibility to the people of our country.


-- 
The important thing is not to stop questioning.
  - Albert Einstein 


Successful people will do what unsuccessful people don't want to do.
  - Anonymous


The best defense against bullshit is vigilance. So if you smell something, say
something.
  - Jon Stewart
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From: Joan Johnson
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 4:32:27 PM


I sincerely believe that tax exempt nonprofits and all churches recognized by IRS
should be treated equally under the law.  Otherwise it is a violation of separation of
church and state.  Thank you.


-- 
Joan Johnson
503-880-0744
joanjohnson91@gmail.com
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From: Zachary Fish
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 7:26:04 PM


All non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of whether they espouse an atheist
position, or a religious position. Currently the IRS singles out churches for privileged treatment by
exempting them from the disclosure requirements all other 501(c)(3) organizations must comply with, or
lose their exemption. Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt groups, have a right to know what
entities are exempt from taxation and to review general financial disclosures. The privilege of not being
taxed must come with some measures of accountability. Please make churches conform to the same
IRS requirements as all other 501(c)(3) groups. At a minimum, the IRS should require any organizations
that claim to be religious organizations, to file an annual notice with the IRS that they are claiming tax
exemption.


Thank you for your time,
Mr. Fish.
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From: Patrick Campbell
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990 Exemption for Religious Groups.
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 6:33:43 PM


I am president and trustee of a Private Foundation in California Bay Area which is dedicated to the
enhancement of the general community through support of local society aid programs including
Meals on Wheels, Foodbank, Girl (& Boy) Scouts, Habitat for Humanity, and many other non-
discriminatory charities. As a non-profit, we are required to file Form 990-PF annually disclosing
our non-profit’s incoming and outgoing funding. If our Foundation exceeds specific IRS income
limits, we may be required to pay taxes on excess income.
 
I strongly object to any NPO’s being relieved of all such requirements on the basis that they
support a “Religion” and are thus ‘Tax-Exempt’.
 
All non-profit organizations should be on an equal financial reporting basis with equal disclosure of
income and expenses and donations to others.
 
Churches should be treated the same as all other 501(c)(3) organizations.
 
Patrick Campbell, Pres – Trustee
Patrick and Shirley Campbell Foundation
Pleasant Hill,  California.
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From: WAFrambach@aol.com
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: (no subject)
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 9:50:52 PM


Internal Revenue Service
Attn: Christie A. Preston
 
The principal activities of the various humanist societies, of organizations that
question the historical authenticity of some ancient documents, and of every church
I know of, are to persuade humans to believe some contentions about the subject
matter of religion and to reject contrary contentions about the same subject of
religion. 
 
Other than perpetuating past practice, is there any cogent reason to require some of
them, but not all of them, to file forms 990?
 
    Willis A. Frambach
    13281 Del Monte Drive, Apt. 34-G
    Seal Beach, CA 90740
 
Willis A. (Bill) Frambach
"The greatest ignorance is to reject an idea that one does not understand." -- translated
loosely from "Apology" by Plato, circa 428 - 347 BCE. Half of a millennium later, Epictetus,
circa 55 - 135, added, "It is impossible to begin to learn that which one thinks one already
knows."
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From: Bert Smith
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 4:31:01 PM


It is unreasonable (and probably illegal) to exempt all religious
organizations from filing form 990.  If the theory is that these
organizations are benefiting everyone, then their financials should be open
to inspection.  The current situation is in effect subsidizing religious
organizations to the detriment of all non-religious organizations which
actually do provide services to the public.


Bernard Smith
2593 S. Harlan Ct.
Lakewood, CO  80227-4087
 


-- 
It is almost impossible to carry the torch of truth through a crowd without
singeing somebody's beard. 
- Georg Christoph Lichtenberg, scientist and philosopher (1 Jul 1742-1799) 
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From: Craig Hathaway
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 7:24:54 PM


I would like to add my concurrence to the FFRF’s comments regarding Form 990.
 
They stated


1) Any IRS oversight of 501(c)(3) organizations must be equally enforced against religious
organizations.
2) The IRS should, at the very minimum, require church entities claiming exemption from filing the 990
to inform the IRS through a letter (or via a prescribed form).


Please ensure that the IRS treats all non-profit organizations equally.
Thank you
 
 
Wm Craig Hathaway
 
Initial Success or Total Failure. EOD Motto
 
"I contend we are both atheists, I just believe in one fewer god than you do. When you
understand why you dismiss all the other possible gods, you will understand why I dismiss
yours."  Stephen F Roberts
 
"If you're playing a poker game and you look around the table and can't tell who the sucker
is, it's you."  Paul Newman
 
"There are two kinds of divers, divers that pee in their wetsuits and divers that don't tell
the truth." - Anonymous
 
If you aren't crashing, you aren't skiing.  Author Unknown
 
“Chess is the gymnasium of the mind” Blaise Pascal
 
"But, Wally, don't you see that comfort can be dangerous? I mean, you like to be
comfortable and I like to be comfortable too, but comfort can lull you into a dangerous
tranquility." Andre
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From: Riley Rice
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990 Exemptions for Religious Organizations
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 6:43:34 PM


I understand the IRS is seeking comment on the practice of giving churches and
similar religious organizations more favorable treatment when applying for
exemption.


I believe it is a fundamental principle in the United States, since its inception, to
position itself as secular, neither favoring nor discriminating against an organization
or person on the basis of one's religious beliefs.  Many years ago, when I was a
minister, even then I felt it was wrong that churches and pastors such as myself
were given favorable tax conditions, thereby forcing other taxpayers to subsidize
my/our religious work.  I believed then and believe so now (when I am not
religious), that this is unconstitutional and un-American.  Religious people and
organizations must receive the same treatment as those that are not religious, under
the law.


Please eliminate special treatment based on religion in this regard.


Riley Rice
(703) 282-3164
Newberg, Oregon
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From: Sam Salerno
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: 990 form
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 5:57:05 PM


This email is in regard to the 501c3 non-profit form 990. In respect to the non filing 
of religious organizations. There are literally millions of dollars going through 
religious organizations. And it is unfair that all other 501c3 organizations have to file 
this form. Yet religious organizations are exempt.


I suggest that any IRS oversight of 501c3 organizations must be equally informed 
against religious organizations.


And that the IRS should, at the very minimum, require church entities claiming 
exemption from filing the 990 to inform the IRS through a letter or prescribed form.


All non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of whether they espouse an 
atheist position, or a religious position. Currently the IRS singles out churches for privileged 
treatment by exempting them from the disclosure requirements all other 501(c)(3) organizations 
must comply with, or lose their exemption. Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt groups, 
have a right to know what entities are exempt from taxation and to review general financial 
disclosures. The privilege of not being taxed must come with some measures of accountability.
Please make churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all other 501(c)(3) groups. At a 
minimum, the IRS should require any organizations that claim to be religious organizations, to file 
an annual notice with the IRS that they are claiming tax exemption.


 Thank you for your time, A concerned citizen, Sam Salerno
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From: Carmen S
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 4:29:39 PM


These are the two main points I have in support of the IRS treating churches exactly
as other non profits.  


Tax exemptions for churches violate the separation of church and state
enshrined in the Establishment Clause of the First Amendment of the US
Constitution.   The government should treat churches in exactly the same manner as any other
non profit organization.


A tax break for churches forces all American taxpayers to support religion,
even if they oppose some or all religious doctrines.


Taxes not paid by churches must be subsidized by taxpayers.  This raises the taxes
on non believers, or those of less represented faiths in order to support the
government.


Dr. Carmen Sorge
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From: Margaret Lovell
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 9:06:18 PM


Dear Ms. Preston,
Religious organizations should bear the same burden as secular non-profits in filing for tax-exempt
status.
Thank you,
Margaret Lovell
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From: Home e-Mail
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 6:00:22 PM


All non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of whether
they espouse an atheist position, or a religious position. Currently the IRS
singles out churches for privileged treatment by exempting them from the
disclosure requirements all other 501(c)(3) organizations must comply with, or
lose their exemption. Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt groups, have
a right to know what entities are exempt from taxation and to review general
financial disclosures. The privilege of not being taxed must come with some
measures of accountability.
Please make churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all other
501(c)(3) groups. At a minimum, the IRS should require any organizations that
claim to be religious organizations, to file an annual notice with the IRS that
they are claiming tax exemption.


Sent from Marty Dierl's iPhone,  cell 214-734-2605
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From: Tom Mackow
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990 Filing
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 7:36:33 PM


 Ms. Preston:


I've noted for some time that the federal government chooses NOT to treat all 501c(3) organizations alike.  
The exemption granted to religious organizations/churches clearly favors religious 501c(3)'s.
My view is that ALL 501c(3) organizations should comply with filing the form 990.


Any organization that seeks to be subsidized by taxpayers by being granted special tax exemption (e.g.
501c(3)'s) has an obligation to provide basic information about its finances 
so that it can be determined that it actually meets the standards for 501c(3) status.  The exemption of religious
organizations from this obligation is outrageous and clearly discriminatory.  
ANY organization that desires to benefit from a special, favorable tax status should be carefully scrutinized, not
just at inception, but on an ongoing annual basis via the form 990.


The double standard currently employed by the IRS is patently discriminatory, defies the establishment clause of
the first amendment by favoring religious organizations over all others, and fails to
protect the American taxpayer from fraud and abuse by completely exempting religious organizations from any
oversight.


I strongly urge you to apply the requirement to file the form 990 uniformly to ALL 501c(3) organizations.
 
Tom Mackow


 
215-536-9056 office
973-615-0387 cell
215-536-9057 fax
 
tmackow1@verizon.net
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From: Janet
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 7:22:37 PM


Churches should be required to give financial information like any other charity.
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From: C. Leon Harris
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 6:49:17 PM


Please make churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all other 501(c)(3) groups or give
non-religious organizations the same privileges as religious ones.
C. Leon Harris.
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From: Mike Weeda
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990 For All Non-Profits
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 4:14:07 PM


Dear Ms. Preston,


In response to the IRS request for public comment about Form 990, let
me offer the following comment. All non-profit organizations should be
required to submit a Form 990. Taxpayers have a right to review general
financial disclosures for all non-profit organizations, including churches.


Regards,


Mike Weeda
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From: Larry Rhodes
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: All non-profit organizations should be treated equally
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 9:31:59 PM


All non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of whether they espouse an
atheist position, or a religious position. Currently the IRS singles out churches for privileged
treatment by exempting them from the disclosure requirements all other 501(c)(3) organizations
must comply with, or lose their exemption. Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt groups,
have a right to know what entities are exempt from taxation and to review general financial
disclosures. The privilege of not being taxed must come with some measures of accountability.
Please make churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all other 501(c)(3) groups. At a
minimum, the IRS should require any organizations that claim to be religious organizations, to
file an annual notice with the IRS that they are claiming tax exemption.


Larry Rhodes
5848 Outer Drive
Knoxville, TN  37921
865-405-1868
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From: Walter Kelly
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 4:28:18 PM


Just wondering why all non-profit organizations are not treated equally. Seems to me that the IRS has a
fondness for churches versus other non-profits.Since taxpayers are subsidizing tax-exempt groups don’t
we have a right to
know which entities are exempt from taxation? I believe that the privilege of not being taxed must
come with strict measures of accountability. All I’m asking is equal treatment from the IRS toward
churches and make them conform
to the same IRS requirements as all other 501©(3) organizations. I never could understand why
churches are held in a higher esteem than any other organization especially by the IRS. I am a firm
believer in the separation of
church and state.
I thank you for your consideration in this matter.


Respectfully
Walter Kelly
391 Lilac Rd
Casselberry FL 32707-4920
4074617224
wakelly@me.com
“That which can be asserted without evidence can be dismissed without evidence” Hitchens
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From: Neal Dunbar
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 6:49:11 PM


Dear Ms. Preston:
Why would the IRS give religious organizations special treatment over all other non-profits? The
government should not favor sectarian over secular organizations in any way.
Thank you,
Cornelius K. Dunbar



mailto:nealdunbar@yahoo.com
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From: Donald Weller
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990 Quality Through Equality
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 5:54:42 PM


Churches are not all good and everyone is not religious. Wake up!


All non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of whether they espouse an 
atheist position, or a religious position. Currently the IRS singles out churches for privileged 
treatment by exempting them from the disclosure requirements all other 501(c)(3) organizations 
must comply with, or lose their exemption. Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt groups, 
have a right to know what entities are exempt from taxation and to review general financial 
disclosures. The privilege of not being taxed must come with some measures of accountability.
Please make churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all other 501(c)(3) groups. At a 
minimum, the IRS should require any organizations that claim to be religious organizations, to file 
an annual notice with the IRS that they are claiming tax exemption.


Thank you for your time,


Don Weller


Donald Weller
14389 S. Coast Hwy
South Beach, OR 97366-9613
(541) 867-2923


donald.weller@icloud.com
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From: Victor Ramos
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 4:26:50 PM


Dear IRS,


I feel that all non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of whether they espouse an
atheist position, or a religious position. Currently the IRS singles out churches for privileged treatment
by exempting them from the disclosure requirements all other 501(c)(3) organizations must comply
with, or lose their exemption. Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt groups, have a right to know
what entities are exempt from taxation and to review general financial disclosures. The privilege of not
being taxed must come with some measures of accountability


Also please make churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all other 501(c)(3) groups. At a
minimum, the IRS should require any organizations that claim to be religious organizations, to file an
annual notice with the IRS that they are claiming tax exemption.


Sincerely,


Victor M. Ramos



mailto:victor.m.ramos01@gmail.com
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From: Ron Morehouse
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Any IRS oversight of 501(c)(3) organizations must be equally enforced against religious organizations
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 6:03:24 PM


All non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of whether
they espouse an atheist position, or a religious position. Currently the IRS
singles out churches for privileged treatment by exempting them from the
disclosure requirements all other 501(c)(3) organizations must comply with, or
lose their exemption. Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt groups, have
a right to know what entities are exempt from taxation and to review general
financial disclosures. The privilege of not being taxed must come with some
measures of accountability.
Please make churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all other
501(c)(3) groups. At a minimum, the IRS should require any organizations that
claim to be religious organizations, to file an annual notice with the IRS that
they are claiming tax exemption.


Thank you for your consideration.


Ron Morehouse



mailto:ronmorehouse@gmail.com
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From: Henry Pendergrass
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 6:31:48 PM


Dear Ms. Preston,


        As a concerned citizen I would like to express my concern over the IRS' special treatment of
religions organizations. All non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of whether they
espouse an atheist position, or a religious position. Currently the IRS singles out churches for privileged
treatment by exempting them from the disclosure requirements all other 501(c)(3) organizations must
comply with, or lose their exemption. Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt groups, have a right
to know what entities are exempt from taxation and to review general financial disclosures. The
privilege of not being taxed must come with some measures of accountability.


        Please make churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all other 501(c)(3) groups. At a
minimum, the IRS should require any organizations that claim to be religious organizations, to file an
annual notice with the IRS that they are claiming tax exemption.


Thank you very much for your time and attention.


Sincerely,


Henry Pendergrass
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From: Donald Weller
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990 Quality Through Equality
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 5:55:32 PM


Churches are not all good and everyone is not religious. Wake up!


All non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of whether they espouse an 
atheist position, or a religious position. Currently the IRS singles out churches for privileged 
treatment by exempting them from the disclosure requirements all other 501(c)(3) organizations 
must comply with, or lose their exemption. Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt groups, 
have a right to know what entities are exempt from taxation and to review general financial 
disclosures. The privilege of not being taxed must come with some measures of accountability.
Please make churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all other 501(c)(3) groups. At a 
minimum, the IRS should require any organizations that claim to be religious organizations, to file 
an annual notice with the IRS that they are claiming tax exemption.


Thank you for your time,


Don Weller


Donald Weller
14389 S. Coast Hwy
South Beach, OR 97366-9613
(541) 867-2923


donald.weller@icloud.com
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From: Ian Oliver Martin
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 4:24:59 PM


Internal Revenue Service
Attn: Christie A. Preston
1111 Constitution Avenue NW, Rm 6129
Washington, DC 20224.


This is a reponse to:


The Internal Revenue Service and Treasury Department are seeking public comment about the
Form 990, which secular non-profit organizations are required to file each year to retain their tax
exemption. The 990 informational return requires non-profits to report their annual gross income,
disbursements and other tax information to the IRS — and to the U.S. public which subsidizes
tax-exempt organizations. The IRS estimates that the burden on non-profits filing a 990 return
amounts to more than 25 million hours. Yet churches are automatically exempted from this
onerous requirement under federal law. This discrepancy shields churches from accountability
and amounts to government favoritism toward religion.


As you may be aware, the Freedom From Religion Foundation started a federal challenge
against discrepant treatment by the IRS of non-church groups. Although our case was thrown
out on "standing," we are recalibrating and plan to refile the challenge soon. This public
comment period gives you as an FFRF member a chance to influence the IRS to reform its
discriminatory treatment of non-church groups. Please help!


In a September 10 letter to the IRS, the Freedom From Religion Foundation points out that the
IRS provides unequal treatment to secular non-profits. FFRF asks the IRS to limit the broad
exemption granted to churches. Churches and religious organizations currently do not even have
to send a notice to the IRS that they are claiming a 990 filing exemption! Any group that claims it
is religious avoids all public transparency and accountability.


This is precisely the type of lack of oversight that allows for widespread abuse, preying upon
vulnerable populations, and fraud. It is time to tell the IRS to stop privileging churches at public
expense.


The IRS and Treasury Department are asking the public to comment on Form 990. Among other
questions, they have asked for "ways to enhance the quality, utility, and clarity" of the 990
information collected.


FFRF's comment provides two suggested immediate changes:


1) Any IRS oversight of 501(c)(3) organizations must be equally enforced against religious
organizations.



mailto:ianolivermartin@hotmail.com
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2) The IRS should, at the very minimum, require church entities claiming exemption from filing
the 990 to inform the IRS through a letter (or via a prescribed form).


Sincerely.


Ian Oliver Martin


51 Mountain Avenue


New London, CT 06320


http://ffrf.org/news/action/item/23948-ask-irs-to-stop-favoring-churches-over-other-non-profits
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From: Tom Bower
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Christian Privilege
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 5:38:35 PM
Importance: High


...is rampant in this country which was designed by the framers of the USCON to be
secular. There can be NO argument about that. 


But the Religious Right will not accept that. They have a plan and an agenda. I. and millions
of atheists, agnostics, free thinkers and even believers are quite frankly sick and tired of the
special status religion occupies in this country...ESPECIALLY the CHRISTIAN faith. 


The USCON is a SECULAR GODLESS document for several well-documented reasons, all of
which have been upheld by the SCOTUS since 1879. 


Therefore...let's see the IRS (1) DO ITS JOB by rescinding tax exempt status to religious
organizations who preach politics from the pulpit  and (2) change the laws so that ALL non-
profits must play be the same rules, including and ESPECIALLY religious ones. 


All non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of whether they espouse an atheist position, or a religious position.
Currently the IRS singles out churches for privileged treatment by exempting them from the disclosure requirements all  other 501(c)(3)
organizations must comply with, or lose their exemption. Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt groups, have a right to know
what entities are exempt from taxation and to review general financial disclosures. The privilege of not being taxed must come with
some measures of accountability. 


Please make churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all  other 501(c)(3) groups. At a minimum, the IRS should require
any organizations that claim to be religious organizations, to file an annual notice with the IRS that they are claiming tax exemption. -
See more at: http://ffrf.org/news/action/item/23948-ask-irs-to-stop-favoring-churches-over-other-non-profits.


Richard T. (Tom) Bower
Freelance General Photography
Canal Fulton, Ohio USA
330-775-3798
Cell: 330-705-9693
http://www.flickr.com/photos/zuikosan/
http://www.tombower.zenfolio.com
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From: Ken Nordstrom
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990 Reflections
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 8:54:55 PM


I have just learned that there is a discontinuity between religious groups and other
501(c)(3) tax-exempt organizations as it relates to the Form 990 filing requirement.


Being a community-minded insurance & financial services professional for many
decades, I have been equally involved in both secular non-profits and various
religious institutions.  With that objective perspective, and as an informed taxpayer
supporting all these endeavors, I want to urge you to treat all 501(c)(3)
organizations equally.


To protect the integrity of tax-exempt status, and to avoid the extension of our tax
subsidies to illegitimate pursuits, the IRS must require the filing of Form 990  by any
religious organization claiming tax favors - or, at a minimum, some kind of informing
letter, or "short-form 990", to be filed with the IRS, in order to open up more
transparency, and to provide the IRS with a tool to be able to open up further
investigation or challenges.


There is no reason for discrimination - non-profit is non-profit; tax-exempt is tax-
exempt; and all claimants need to justify that favorable status, which all us donor-
taxpayers are subsidizing.  Thank you for your consideration.



mailto:kvn12544@gmail.com
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From: bob sabel
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 6:19:56 PM


Dear Ms Preston,  I work for a non-parochial non-profit clinic that must file
a form 990 each year and recently learned that other 401(C)  entities do
not have to spend the man hours to do that reporting and paperwork. It
appears that religious organizations who claim the same tax status as my
organization do not have to jump through the same hoops. Any group that
simply claims religious affiliation avoids the same reporting and therefore
public scrutiny.  That invites abuse and is a blatantly unfair and
discriminatory practice. Religious organizations should be asked to
complete the 990 form like everyone else or provide a reason for refusing.
Requesting favorable tax status should be an above board and transparent
process.


Thank you for your consideration,


Robert Sabel 
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From: RICHARD EMERY
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 4:14:03 PM


Dear Christie,


All non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of whether
they espouse an atheist position, or a religious position. Currently the IRS
singles out churches for privileged treatment by exempting them from the
disclosure requirements all other 501(c)(3) organizations must comply with, or
lose their exemption. Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt groups, have
a right to know what entities are exempt from taxation and to review general
financial disclosures. The privilege of not being taxed must come with some
measures of accountability.
Please make churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all other
501(c)(3) groups. At a minimum, the IRS should require any organizations that
claim to be religious organizations, to file an annual notice with the IRS that
they are claiming tax exemption.


Sincerely,
Richard Emery, D.D.S.
Resident of California 


Sent from my iPad
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From: Jennifer Root
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Church Exemption From Filing 990s - Public Comment
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 7:54:57 PM


Hi Ms. Preston,


I am writing to voice my support for better accountability for religious organizations claiming tax exempt status
under Section 501(c)(3).  As a nonprofit tax attorney who serves a great variety of (secular) exempt orgs I can
see zero reason that churches are exempt from the same transparency that other secular exempt nonprofits are
required to show.  I think that the times have changed and the automatic presumption that all religious
organizations deserve tax exemption should be reconsidered.  John Oliver's recent show has had me answering
a lot of very appropriate questions from taxpayer-friends.  Requiring religious organizations to file a 990 is a first
step to shining a light on an area that has been abused all too much in recent years.  Thank you, 
 
Jennifer Shook
8929 137th Place SE
Newcastle, WA 98059
(425) 306-0328 (C)
(425) 572-0713 (H) 
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From: Corinne Bolser
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 6:14:38 PM


Dear Ms Preston


     Please, please.....no more favors for churches. It's bad enough that any and every place that calls
itself a church (precious few hoops to jump through here) gets a tax exempt status, but to take the
additional step of letting them walk past all the 990 form filling that everyone else is required to do is
just plain wrong. Stop it already. Please....you have the power to help give the push that is needed
here. NO MORE PLAYING FAVORITES.
CBolser


Sent from my iPad
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From: Rita Edwards
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 4:09:56 PM


Please consider the folllowing as you develop rules for 501(c)(3)
organizations:


Any IRS oversight of 501(c)(3) organizations must be equally enforced
against religious organizations, and the IRS should, at the very minimum,
require church entities claiming exemption from filing the 990 to inform the
IRS via a prescribed form.


Currently the IRS singles out churches for privileged treatment by exempting them from the
disclosure requirements all other 501(c)(3) organizations must comply with, or lose their
exemption. Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt groups, have a right to know what
entities are exempt from taxation and to review general financial disclosures. 


Please make churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all other 501(c)(3) groups.
At a minimum, the IRS should require any organizations that claim to be religious
organizations, to file an annual notice with the IRS that they are claiming tax exemption.


Thank you for your consideration.


Rita Edwards
Assoc.Prof.Emeritus
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From: Shawn Nelson
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990 Religous Exemptions
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 5:19:03 PM


Dear Ms. Preston,


I am writing to you today to express my strong disapproval of the Internal Revenue
Service's current policies regarding oversight, or the lack thereof, in regard to
501(c)(3)'s and other designated non-profits.  Specifically, your agency does not
require that any "religous" organization claim a Form 990 filing exemption, or, at the
very least, is not enforcing rules that would.


I feel that all non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of
whether they espouse an atheist position, or a religious position. Currently the IRS
singles out churches for privileged treatment by exempting them from the disclosure
requirements all other 501(c)(3) organizations must comply with, or lose their
exemption. Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt groups, have a right to know
what entities are exempt from taxation and to review general financial disclosures.
The privilege of not being taxed must come with some measures of accountability.


Please make churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all other 501(c)(3)
groups. At a minimum, the IRS should require any organizations that claim to be
religious organizations, to file an annual notice with the IRS that they are claiming
tax exemption. 


Thank you for your attention to this vital matter.


Shawn Nelson
Eureka, CA
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From: Ivan Beggs
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Church exemption from IRS form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 4:48:48 PM


I have been on numerous non-profit boards.  Many of the voluntary.  We have had
to file the IRS form 990.  This is discriminatory.   Churches should file Form 990 like
all other groups.


All non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of whether
they espouse an atheist position, or a religious position. Currently the IRS
singles out churches for privileged treatment by exempting them from the
disclosure requirements all other 501(c)(3) organizations must comply with, or
lose their exemption. Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt groups, have
a right to know what entities are exempt from taxation and to review general
financial disclosures. The privilege of not being taxed must come with some
measures of accountability.
Please make churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all other
501(c)(3) groups. At a minimum, the IRS should require any organizations that
claim to be religious organizations, to file an annual notice with the IRS that
they are claiming tax exemption.


Ivan Beggs


439  Deerhaven Lane


Hendersonville, NC 28791
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From: Sharon Lieberman
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 6:01:04 PM


Dear IRS,
 
As a registered voter and a taxpayer who has worked all her adult career in both
government and 501(c)(3) non-profits, I believe all non-profit agencies, including
religious ones, should be regarded equally.
 
Any IRS oversight of 501(c)(3) organizations must be equally enforced against
religious organizations. Currently, there is no fiscal accountability required of
church and religious-sponsored organizations; any group can tell the IRS they are a
religious organization, but are exempt from providing financial documentation.
Meanwhile, taxpayers are subsidizing these groups while they elude public
scrutiny.
 
Thank you for considering the value of my opinion.
 
Sharon Lieberman
Evanston, IL
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From: jamesd.bailey@yahoo.com
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Churches and other religious organizations being held to the same 990 filing standard as other non profits
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 9:38:29 PM


I understand that the IRS does not require that churches and other religious
organizations are not required to file a form 990 as other non profits are required to
do.  I believe this is doing a disservice to those individuals who are or are considering
donating to these groups as the information gleaned from these filings can be used by
organizations that rate non profits thus allowing the individuals to make better
informed choices.  I personally do not donate to groups that have an unacceptably
high overhead, or that has executives that receive an excessive income for their non
profit activities.  Please make all nonprofits, including religious ones, file form 990.


Thank you,


James Bailey
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From: Fynn
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990 and churches
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 9:09:09 PM


Hello Ms. Preston,
During this open comment time referring to the 990 Form, I think the 501 (c) (3) organizations should
not be exempt from filing the 990 form.
This exemption indicates  discrimination to other non-profit groups and shows preferential treatment to
religious organizations.
Also, I think 501 (c) (3) groups should not be taxes exempt.
Thank you for the opportunity to voice my opinion.
M McHarlin
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From: Don Kang
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 4:07:47 PM


Dear Ms. Preston,
It has come to my attention that churches enjoy a favorable treatment over all other non-profits –
they are not required to file Form 990.  I run a private family charitable foundation and we must file
a form 990 every year.  I have to hire a paid administrator to file them.  Why are churches allowed
the privilege of not having to file Form 990?? 
 
This is unequal treatment under the law and simple common sense tells me that it is just not fair. 
It also makes it too easy to commit fraud and abuse.
 
I urge the IRS to make churches conform to the same rules that all other non-profit entities must
follow.
 
Don Kang
President
Don & Susan Kang Charitable Foundation
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